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MONTREAL MEDICAL JOURNAL.
VOL. XXI. DECEMBER, 1892. No. 6.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE PROGRESS OF SURGERY
IN OUR OWN DAY. *

By DonÇa MacLu, M.D., Dirnorr.

The multiplicity of associations for the study and advance-
ment of the many departments of science is one of the most
striking and, I may add, most valuable features of the age in
which we live. The marvellous improvements in the facilities
for travelling have rendered this possible, s> tlat surgery, not
less than many other departments of modern science and art, is
deeply indebted fer its unprecedented advancement in our day,
to the practical applications of that particular form of motion
commonly called steam.

Not to do more than mention the production and dissemina-
tion of surgical literature thereby made practicable, the possi-
bilities for personal contact and the interchange of opinions and
experience, supplying and sustaining in ever-increasing degree
the mighty stimulus of emulation, which have been secured to us
through the beneficent power of steam, even we of the genera-
tion, who have seen and known all about it, sometimes I think
fail to fully realize. Medical Associations as we have them,
were not possible in former generations, and while many and
various influences have combined to secure the unprecedented
advance, which no one can deny that surgery lias made in our
day, my firm belief is that the union and communion between

Read at the meeting of the Canadian Medical Association, Ottawa, Sept. 22,1892.
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different men and different schools, and different nations, ren-
dered possible by the means referred to, is one of the greatest
of all the powers which have worked together for the develop-
ment and improvement of this the most directly humanitarian of
all the arts and sciences.

But, while claiming for such associations as the " Canadian
Medical," the most unstinted credit as a means of advancement,
I am far from being so certain that such functions as the one
vhicli your kind and generous partiality has accorded to me, are
to be regarded as the most effective or profitable mode of using
the time and energies of the members.

I am an ardent advocate of such meetings as the present one.
The reading and discussion of original papers, the reporting of
cases, the exhibition of instruments and specimens, the congenial
gathering of ourselves together, sometimes from long distances,
the recalling of old associations and the forming of new, the hos-
pitable and convivial breaking of bread and drinking of water in
each other's society, the after dinner speech and all that that im-
plies, I approve of with al] my heart.

But when it comes to didactie addresses even on surgery, and
the progress, and the wonder, and the glory thereof, I am not
quite so clear, unless peradventure, the orator happens to have
the power, genius and courage of a Tait to electrify his audience
and the whole profession with the originality and, at the same
time, the reasonableness of his revolutionary views as to the best
v ays and means of teaching surgery ; or, the no less impressive
force and grace of a Hingston, by virtue of which the mental
eye of the greatest of all medical associations is persuaded to
open widely in amazement and delight, as a system of aboriginal
surgery, practised in the wilds of far-off America, is unfolded in
language not less remarkable for its simplicity and clearness
than for its eloquence and pathos.

Happy, indeed, are the orators who can deliver, and the asso-
ciations which have the privilege of listening to such addresses.
In undertaking to speak of the progress of surgery in our own
time, it will at once become obvious that on such an occasion as
the present, it is out of the question to attempt to do more than
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mention a few of the more, salient features of the theme as they
happen to appear to the individual who, for the time being, has
the floor.

To treat the subject exhaustively, or to any extent analytic-
ally, endeavoring to set forth in due form and in their proper
order, chronologically or otherwise, the manifeld steps and pro-
cesses, and the parts played by different individuals, whereby
the results in which we so much delight to glory have been at-
tained, implies an effort transcendently beyond the most latitudi-
narian estimate of the scope and aim of my present duty. The
utmost that I can presume to attempt on the present occasion is
the presentation of a few of the thoughts suggested to my own
mind by the deliberate contemplation of some of the changes in
surgical thought and practice which have taken place during the
generation to which we happen to belong.

You and I have been interested spectators of, and more or
less active participants in, a great contest with enemies of our
common humanity of the most malevolent and uncompromising
character. The battle commenced long before our day, and with-
out doubt will continue to rage long after we have individually
been forced to lay down our arms and pass over to that vast
majority which has preceded us. In the meantime, however,
we pause for a brief space in the thick of the fight for the pur-
pose of permitting one of the rank and file the opportunity of
recording a few of the impressions upon his own mind, respect-
ing the progress of events in that part of the eternal struggle in
ivhich you and he have had the great honour of playing some
part, each one according to his ability, whether that be greater
or whether it be humbler.

In attempting to explain the rapid progress of surgery in re-
cent times, and summing up the most powerful of the agencies
by which this progress bas been effected, large credit bas been
accorded to two or three data, which certainly have borne a sort
of pivotal relation to the whole subject. These are, first, the
discovery of anoesthetics, the influence of which is unquestion-
able and incalculable ; the second is, in a word, bacteriology, of
which it may be said, I think, that the influence for good bas
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been practically infinite ; the third I have already mentioned,
viz., steam, and of this agency I.think it may be truly said that

its influence lias been at least as great as that of any other, not
excepting even those just mentioned.

There are at least three other agencies of a gener al character
whose influence lias been, in my opinion, very great, although I
don't think that they have always received the recognition to
which they are justly entitled.

The first of these might be described as " Our inheritance by
birthright." I refer to the great stimulus given to surgery by
the life and works and teachings of such men as Sir Astley
Cooper, Sir Benjamin Brodie, John Bell, the true progenitor of
ovariotomy and ail that that implies, Liston and Syme, Langeii-
beck and Desault, and many others who adorned the generation
immediately preceding our own. If the torch of surgery lias
burned more brilliantly and effectively in our day than in any
preceding age, to the inspiration supplied by these great men is
due much of the credit. The stimulatirig and inspiring influence
of their characters and labors has warmed into active, earnest
and successful effort the Listers, the Senns, the Taits, and al]
the captains of the hosts of our own great and notable day and
generation.

The second is the characteristic spirit of the age, which lias
had its effect upon other departments of science as well, and on
surgery as much as any. I mean that spirit which is so well
exemplified in the work of Darwin and his followers, who once
for ail demolished that stumbling-block in the way of scientific
and philosophical progress, viz., the idolatry of authority with
the resulting dread of original and independent speculation.

In our day surgeons, like the workers in other fields of science
and art, have claimed the right to think and reason for them-
selves, and to pursue their speculations to their ultimate conclu-
sions, and in so doing they have in large measure developed the
faculty of judiciously estimating the proper relations between
observed facts on the one hand, and speculative deductions
therefrom on the other.

The day is past and gone forever when an observing and
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thoughtful surgeon would tremble in the presence of his own ob-
servations, and refrain from reasoning out any theory based
thereon to its logical conclusion and applying it in practice, lest
peradventure it might land him in a contradiction of the pre-
viously accepted orthodox beliefs which, with all their accumu-
lated load of inherited respectability, have been handed down to
him to be carefully cherished and worshipped as the ultina
thule of all truth and wisdom.

How many pathological, anatomical and surgical dogmas of
the most venerable antiquity bas our generation seen swept
away like so many stumbling-blocks and rocks of offence in the
benediction-laden ship of modern progress ?

And in this great work may we not justly claim for the new
world as large a meed of praise as for the old ? Is it not a plain
fact that the spirit of original investigation and independent
speculation has been abroad in every section of this great
western hemisphere, in consequence of which an amount and
kind of surgical progress has been accomplished which has com-
manded the most respectful recognition from the whole world,
and especially from those places in Europe which have hitberto
been regarded as the very fountain sources of all medical and
surgical truth ?

This is one of the most remarkable, and to us at any rate,
one of the most interesting features of this great surgical age.
In times past American students have flocked to the European
schools to complete their surgical cducation, and they do so yet,
and undoubtedly with great advantage. nevertheless, the time
lias arrived when the necessity for such pilgrimages is becoming
every day less and less apparent, and when the question is more
and more asked, with ever-increasing show of reason, whether we
are not in a position to make at least a reasonable return in kind
for all that the East is able to bestow upon us, and to confer as
valuable gifts upon the surgical pilgrim from Europe as American
pilgrims were able to obtain there. The current. bas certainly
begun to flow in this direction, and I am cônvincèd that it will
continue to do so until a course of American surgery will come
to be regarded as indispensable to Europeans as in former times
a European one has been to Americans. The beneficent results
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which such a system of reciprocal instruction and inspiration
would insure directly and indirectly to humanity in general
might possibly be foreshadowed in the ecstatic flight of a poet's
dream or a prophet's imagination, but certainly it cannot be done
justice to in the commonplace terms and limitations of such a
discourse as this.

A third and, perhaps, equally potent feature in the progress
of modern surgery is the creation and growth of the so-called
specialities. Notwithstanding the fact that it has been fashion-
able in certain quarters to sneer at, or even condemn, this more
or less artificial division of labor ; and notwithstanding the un-
deniable fact that some rather serious abuses have arisen there-
from, and it lias not been an altogether unqualified blessing, still
it is impossible to close our eyes to the fact that otherwise un-
attainable advantages have accrued to surgery by the devotion
of certain individuals to more or less clearly marked out seg-
ments of the great field ; and that such individuals should corne
to be known as ophthalmologists, gynoecologists and so forth, was
no more than natural and proper, provided, always, that they
started out in the first place as fully equipped general surgeons.

The ophthalmologist or the gynocologist who is not a general
surgeon is like a sailor whose powers as a navigator are confined
to one side only of his ship. In other words, the exclusive
specialist, the man who knows practically nothing outside of the
narrow artificial limitations of his own specialty is prima facie
a quack, and for his existence and his foolishness honest scien-
tific specialism should not be held responsible. Every surgeon
need not be a specialist, but every specialist must be a surgeon.

I don't know that there could be a much better criterion of
the progress of surgery in recent years than a fair and impartial
study of the authoritative utterances of some generally recog-
nized master of a bygone age in contrast with what we are able
to note as to the present state of the art.

For this purpose allow me to cal] your attention to the address
on surgery delivered before the British Medical Association, at
its annual meeting in Leamington, in August, 1865,just twenty-
seven years ago, by James Syme, the then Professor of Clinical
Surgery in the University of Edinburgh. It is but natural for
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me to select this address as my text, first, on personal grounds,
having had the privilege of enjoying, as a student, an intimate
acquaintance with the author ; and, secondly, because it is of
the nature of a review of the progress of surgery in a given
period, viz., forty years, as it appeared to one who deservedly
stood in the very front rank among the teachers and apostles of
the art and science of surgery during the whole of the epoch
covered by the address, one whose doctrines*are to-day quoted
with respectful consideration at least as frequently as those of
any individual who has ever taught surgery, unless, perhaps,
with the single exception of John Hunter.

The whole address is characteristic of the man and his life
work-plain, direct, uncompromising, earnest and practical-
"For lie taught them as one having authority and not as
the scribes."

I will try to select a few of the most suggestive points in this
address for our present consideration.

Of course the dressing of wounds is one of the most important
topics referred to, and in that connection the old method, which
consisted of hermetically sealing the edges or cut surfaces of a
wound and retaining them in that condition for a certain definite
orthodox period of time before changing the dressing, is con-
demned, the result of this treatment being a total prevention of
union by first intention. " To avoid this great evil," says the
writer, " I advised that the edges should not be brought together
until the bleeding had ceased, and that there should be no im-
perneable covering placed over them. The principles which I
thus endeavored to establish are now, I believe, generally reccg-
nized in practice."

It was in accordance with the eternal fitness of things that his
own son-in-law should have been the one to take up this subject
where Syme left it off, and to have worked out all those theoreti-
cal and practical details of wound-dressing which are now so
universally known and practised under the title of antiseptic and
aseptic treatment. Without pausing to discuss the merits of
this much debated and somewhat hackneyed subject, from either
an abstract or personal point of view, we must all admit that the
industry and faithfulness with which it has been worked out,
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have brought forth good fruits of a practical character and have
certainly entitled their distinguished author to all the credit and
honour which has been so abundantly showered upon him by a
grateful and appreciative profession.

Moreover, we are in a position to claim for the results of our
wound treatment to-day a degree of safety and efficiency, which
Mr. Syme would be the first to recognize and applaud if lie could
have the opportunity of observing it.

In discussing the subject of articular disease, rest by means
of the long splint, counter-irritation by means of the actual
cautery, and in the advanced cases resection of the articular
surfaces, together with general tonics at all stages, comprised
the treatment recommended. Thanks to the teaching of Ameri-
can surgeons, under the leadership of Dr. Louis A. Sayre, of
New York, we are able to claim a material advance in this de-
partment of practical surgery. Rest and extension by weight
and pulley-compression and protection-as well as rest by
well-itting plaster of Paris casts, extension splints and braces of
various kinds, the free use of tenotomy, early opening and
scraping out of all tubercular matter and all other injurious
debris from the affected joint with or without removing the
osseous surfaces, all these have been added to our resources
since Syme's day, and it is worthy of note that the operation of
resection of the hip joint, now so successfully practised in suit-
able cases, does not seem to have ever been taken into consid-
eration by him, or anyone cise at that time, at least in Europe.

The operation of subeutaneous treatment of loose cartilages in
the knee joint, is mentioned as a safe and easy method of treat-
ment, but with our modern safeguards against septic infection,
we don't hesitate to eut right down in any case of the kind, re-
move the offending body and close up the wound, just as we
would do in any other part of the body.

For the arrest of hemorrhage the use of the silk ligature,
leaving both ends protruding to furnish drainage, is strongly ad-
vocated. Now we use a carefully prepared animal ligature, eut
it short, close the wound, apply a comfortable protective dress-
ing and confidently look for union by first intention, and we
don't expect to hear from the ligature afterwards.

408
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Referring to the surgery of the head, we meet at once with
the matter-of-fact statement that " much has been done in the
way of improvement," and the following instances are cited:

lst. An improved method of enucleation of the eye-ball.
2nd. Bowman's operation for fistula lachrymalis.
3rd. Tenotomy for strabismus.
4th. Improved methods of treating nasal polypi.
5th. Tonsillotomy.
6th. Excision of the maxillary bones for tumours.

No mention whatever is made of the operation of trephining.
In his book on the principles of surgery, however, we find a
description of that operation along with this commentary
"Cases admitting of this operation are extremely rare, and I
never knew a successful case of it."

If time permitted us here and now to present the testimony
of the ophthalmologist, the otologist, the laryngologist, and last
but not least, the brain surgeon of to-day, as to the surgery of
the head as a definite field for surgical effort, how marvellous
would the contrast appear.

In speaking of the thoracic region the only point considered
worthy of mention by Mr. Syme is the diagnosis and treatment
of cystic tumours of the mamma. Had resection of one or more
ribs for empyema been dreamed of at that time, it certainly
would not have been omitted. So that we may fairly reckon
that most satisfactory procedure in the long list of solid surgical
advances gained within the last quarter of a century.

"Descending to the pelvis " (to use his own words), the fol-
lowing substantial steps are noted :

lst. The treatment of hydrocele by the injection of the tincture
of iodine after tapping.

2nd. The treatment of the diseases of the rectum, fistula,
fiissure, hSmorrhoids and stricture by methods precisely similar
to those used now. No mention is made of operations for cancer
of the rectum, which are so frequently and successfully per-
formed now-a-days, especially since the method of first removing
the coccyx, and if necessary a portion of the sacrum, has been
resorted to.
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Stone in the bladder and stricture of the urethra are dis-
cussed, and in the former the left lateral operation of Cheselden
is advocated, and in stricture graduai dilatation and external
urethrotomy are recommended as the most suitable methods of
treatment, and for my own part I am inclined to believe that
thesQ teachings have not been materially improved upon up to
the present day, although there is no doubt a certain field of
usefulness for urethrotomy.

Speaking of the female pelvis, he says, " the most remarkable
change that has taken place in the way of improvement, is in
the treatment of vesico vaginal fistula, which was formerly held
to be nearly if not altogether incurable, and is now remedied, no
less easily than certainly, through means of silver sutures, for
the introduction of which we are indebted to Dr. Marion Sims."
In contrast with this brief but authoritative utterance of the
foremost surgeon of Europe twenty-seven years ago, we have to
set the whole science and art of gynæecological surgery with its
magnificent record of brilliant discoveries in pathology, and its
still more brilliant operative procedures for the relief of suffering
and saving of life. Add to this the marvellous fact that there
is hardly a single viscus contained in the abdominal cavity that
lias not during these few intervening years been securely placed
within the reach of the surgeon's diagnostic and operative
power.

To even enumerate the individual operations and other
definite and assured gains of this great field of modern surgery
would require an expenditure of time which we cannot afford;
besides, to such an audience as I have the honour of addressing
any such enumeration is superfluous.

It is in regard to the contents of the various cavities of the
body, the cranium, the thorax, the abdomen, the pelvis, that the
most valuable and the most astounding surgical advances have
been made, and I think it is no more than the simple truth to say
that neither Syme, nor any single individual of his time, were
able in their most hopeful and prophetic moments of surgical
aspiration to even conceive of anything approaching such results
as have been positively and permanently arrived at.
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To my old master it could not, however, fail to be a source of
the utmost satisfaction could he but know it, that to some, in fact
a goodly number of his own pupils the world is directly and in-
directly indebted for a great deal of the success of this great
movement in the onward march of surgery.

It would no doubt be an easy matter to illustrate in other
ways, and to a much greater extent, the progressive changes
which the science and art of surgery have undergone in our day,
and it would no doubt be an interesting and profitable exercise
to consider in detail the individual steps and the order and man-
ner in which they have been laboriously accomplished, and to
call the roll of the leaders who, in many lands, have headed the
victorious army in its ceaseless march from victory to victory.
But time forbids. I hope and believe, however, that brief, frag-
mentary, imperfect as this little glance backwards and around
us over the field of action has been, that still it may be regarded
as sufficient to justify us in appreciating, on the present occasion,
the concluding words of the address, of which so free use has
been made at this time: "In conclusion, Mr. President and

gentlemen, I beg to express my hope that from what has been
said, surgery will not appear to have stood still or pursued a
retrograde course during the last forty years, but on the contrary
to have been improved in many important points of practice and
to hold out the prospect of further advance, so that wl'en forty
years hence some senior member of the Association shall take a
similar retrospect, he will find no lack of materials for illust.at-
ing the march of progress."

One more prophetic utterance made at or about the same
time by one of Syme's own colleagues (Sir James Y. Simpson),
1 feel impelled to quote here, althougli its scope is not limited to
the field of surgery, but extends to larger and more indefinite
departments, in all of which we, as members of the medical pro-
fession, have a strong and direct interest.

" It may be also that the day will yet come when our patients
will be asked to breathe or inspire most of their drugs instead of
swallowing them, or at least when they will be changed into
pleasant beverages instead of disgusting draughts and powders,
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boluses and pills. But that day of revolution will not be fully
realized till those distant days when physicians-a century or
two hence-shall be familiar with the chemistry of most diseases ;
when they shall know the exact organie poisons that produce
them, with ail their exact antidotes and eliminatories ; when they
shall look upon the cure of some maladies as simply a series of
chemical problems and formule; when they shall melt down ail
calculi, necrosed bones, etc., chemically, and not remove them
by surgical operations; when the bleeding in amputations and
other wounds shall be stemmed, not by septic ligatures Cr stupid
needles, but by the simple application of hæmostatic gases or
iwashes ; when the few wounds then required in surgery shall
ail be swiftly and immediately healed by the first intention
vhen medical men shall be able to stay the ravages of tubercle,

blot out fever and inflammation, avert and melt down iörbid
growths, cure cancer, destroy ail morbific organic germs and
ferments, annul the deadly influences of malaria and contagions,
and by these and various other means markedly lengthen out
the average duration of human life ; when our hygienic condi-
tion and laws shall have been changed by State legislation, so
as to forbid ail communicable diseases from being communicated,
and remove ail causes of sickness that are removable ; when the
rapidly increasing length of human life shall begin to fulfill that
ancient prophecy, ' the child shall die an hundred years old:
when there shall have been achieved, too, advances in other
wvalks of life far beyond our present state of progress ; whei
houses shall be built and many other kinds of work performcd
by machinery, and not by human hands alone ; when the crops
in these islands shall be increased tenfold, and abundance of
human food be provided for our increased population by .our
fields being irrigated by that waste organic refuse of our towns,
which we now recklessly run off into our rivers and seas ; when
man shall have invented means of calling down rain at vill
when he shall have gained cheaper and better motive power thanI
steam ; when he shall travel from continent to continent by sub-
marine railways, or by flying and ballooning through the air:
and when, to venture on only one illustration more, tiresone
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surgical addresses shall be no longer required to be written by
long-winded, so-called orators, nor listened to by the long-suffer-
ing and uncomplaining members of associations."

These utterances unquestionably seemed altogether Utopian
ut the time they were breathed forth by their gifted, far-seeing
author, but from what has already been realized in the direction
here indicated are we not justified and encouraged to look to the
future with the keenest feelings of hope and confidence, as well
as to the past with equally lively feelings of pride and gratitude;
for who shall presume to say, so far as the march of modern
seientific medicine and surgery are concerned, " Thus far shalt
thou go, and no further." For my own part, Mr. President, I
have long felt that our profession, as such, has been entirely too
modest. Like true worth in general, it has refrained from assert-
ing itself and demanding the power and position justly due it.
The irresistible logic and force of facts and circumstances, how-
ever, are working many deeply important changes on men and
things, and to the watchman on the watchtower nothing is more
obviously perceptible among the coming events Of the near
future than the promotion and elevation of the medical profes-
sion to a position of eminence and power which its intrinsic
greatnes and vital usefulness justly entitles it to.

DiscussroN.

DIa. V. Il. MOORE-I have listened. as no doubt you aij have,
with a verv great dea of pleasure and profit te the able ex-
haustive and elequent address of Dr. McLean. He has covered
the field coinpletely and so perfectly. Hle has entered almost
every cavity . and hce told you something about it when he
carne out, se he has left me very little te say. Although he is
not a Canadian now, he was once, and I am proud te saV that
I listened to his very able lectures on phy.-iology in 18637 and
1863 in the old Limestone city. He has eireled the head and
entered it, the chest and entered it, the abdomen and pelvis
and entered them. He did not neglect the eye nor the ear nor
the throat. Now what is left for me to say ? He told us of
the surgery of forty years ago. and of the :iurgery of to-day,
and he did more than that-pictured out the beautiful new
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Jerusalen. To attempt to follow a paper like this is utterly
beyond my power. là» shall not take up the time of this As-
sociation by reiterating what lias been so well and ably said;
botter than I could possibly say it if I had ever so much time
for preparation. I shall not take up your time, but ]et me ex-

press the hope that this distinguished gentleman may confer a
similar favor ùpon us on sone future occasion.

DR. RIEEE-I should liko to move a vote of tlianks, but that
I presunie is not in order. I should like to call Dr. MacLean's
attention, not in any captious spirit, to a slight lapsus with re-
ference to opthalmology, which, he said, was uiknown 25
years ago. Thoigh I was thon a young man, i had been guilty
Of iridectomy, and extraction of cataract was looked upon as
an almost ancient operation.

ION. DR. SULLIVAN-Of Cour*se the paper to which we have
listened does not admit of discussion, but I rise for the purp!se
of seconding the resolution to tender a cordial vote of thanks
to Dr. MacLean for the very able paper which he has read, a
paper whieh comprises a great deal of rescarch and industry,
and has been presented in a most cloquent and able manner. It
lias been my good fortune to ho acquainted with Dr. MaîcLe.ai
for a great many years. I recollect when he first caine to
Canada, after having inibibed the lessons from the groatest
surgeon of the day. of whom lie has spokon so affectionately,
Dr. Syme of Edinburgh. Like many other younsg Canadians,Dr.
MacLean considored Canada was not large enough for him,-
did not afrord surgery enough for him-and he went toc the
United States. There he embarked in his profession, and it is
such a satisfaction to us Canadians to know that lie is one of a
number of our countrymen who have met with success in the
neighboring country. We have Osler, whose naine I may mon-
tion in connection with quite a number of others who have
secured leading positions second to none in the ieighboring
republie. That Dr. MacLean, in the space of a few years, by
his owna unaided ability and without influence of any kind,
should have attained tho-position that ho occupies is, I might
almost say, a phenomenon, and I am sure that his Canadian
friends rojoice at his success. They hope that the reputation
lie lias attained as a surgeon will continue, because it bas niot
turned his head. Possessing all the attributes of a gentleman,
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he has always come to us in Canada laden with the treasures
resulting from a varied and extensive practice, and has given
us the benefit of them as he lias done to day. Therefore, I
hope that he will continue to make these visits to the land of
his birth, and I am sure that we will always be proud to give
him a cordial reception. The paper, as I said before, does not
ad mit of any discussion; it is a paper which lias been assuredly
a rich treat to me, as it bas been to all of us, and I am sure
you could not holp feeling a glow of pride and satisfaction that
this Canadian friend and countryman of ours bas been able to
attain the exalted position which lie occupies in the surgery of
the United States. I trust that he will continue iii his snc-
cessful career, and that his fame will constantly increase and
widen until we are all still prouder of him if possible than we
are at the present time.

Dn. Dupuis-1 cannot withhold a few words of congratula-
tion to Dr. MacLean for that able and beautiful address that ho
has delivered. I have had the pleasure of knowing Dr. Mac-
Lean ever since lie left the American army, after two years
service there, when lie first came from Scotland to settle in
Kingston. I think the first operation he had there was a case
in which a fellow fel off a load of hay and hurt his throat.
The doctor performed tracheotomy and saved his life. That
was soon after he came to Kingston. From ti time of that
operation his fame has been widening. People eome to him
from a long distance to have operations performed. At the
time he was in Kingston that city was quite a surgical centre.
l'eople used to come there even froin Montreal and Ottawa,
and all parts of the country, to have Dr. MacLean operate on
theni, and his fame extended so rapidly and so widely that
they heard of him in Ann Arbor. They wanted a professor of
surgery in the University there and they sent a polite depu-
tation to ask him to go to Ann Arbor. I had a conversation
with him on the subject and I said " by all means go. It
gives you a vider field in which you can distinguish yourself."
i was never more pleased than when I saw in the American
Jiournal of Medical Science, in an article reviewing a handred

years of medical surgery, Dr. MacLean's name spoken of as a
leading surgeon of the North Western States. I was greatly
pleased wi-th that, and I think ho has shown to-day, as all who
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are acquainted with his career know. that lie is the leading
surgeon of the North Western States, and not only as a. sur-
geon. but as an orator and a man of comprehensive mind who
can gather the facts ofyears gone by and put them in pleasinlg
manner before us, thus showing a master hand. WIhile on ny
feet, I think I can correct a mnistake of Dr. Reeves'. Dr. Mue-
Lean did not mean to describe the state of ophthalmology
tiventy-five years ago, but lie said that Dr. Syme said it was
the state of it forty years before that time-forty years previous
to the time Dr. Syme was speaking of.

DR. MIaLEAN-Wlat I meant to say was that that was the
state of ophthalmnology at the time, twCnty-five years ago, as
it appeared to Dr. Syme.

DR. -IfNoSToN--I should do violence to ny own feelings ifi
did not accord my mced of praise to Dr. MacLean on his excel-
lent paper, with one exception. Ilis allusion to me was
prompted by a feeling of partiality 1 am sure. Whatever it
was, it was but a feeble echo of the feeling ofrespect and affec-
tion that I have entertained for him ever since i had the
pleasure of knowing him, and that is many years ago. Dr.
MacLaean has gone over the whole domain of surgery, and
others have tried to follow him but could not. They got into
the cavities and got out of theni as quickly as they could. Dr.
MacLean will perhaps pardon me if I do not quite agree with
one small portion of his paper. It is as to the relative advan-
tage of lithotomy aid lithotrity in casesof stone in the bladder,
and the relative advantages of dilatation and internal division
of stricture. Dr. MacLean gives preference to the old clas-
sical operation of gradual dilation of the urethra in stricture.
I happen to bc a few months, perhaps a year or two, older than
Dr. MacLTean and I taught for twenty-five years precisely the
same as Dr. MacLean now teaches, but there came a time, and
there will come a time with Dr. MacLean, wlen [ clanged niy
views upon these two questions. Certainly, for the first twenty-
three or twenty-four years of my practice I gave the preference
to lithotomy for stone in the bladder. Now I do not operate
once in ten times in that way when I can perform lithotrity.
Then as to the treatment for stricture, it was the old method
taught forty years ago, the method I taught in my hospital for
twenty-five years. Then came a change in the spirit of my
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dream. Until thon I thought, as Dr. MacLean does now, that
tho best method is gradual dilation, but I have been forced to
the conclusion-and I tell my students on every occasion that
I have changed my views on that question-that the division
of stricture gives quicker and more permanent results. It'seems
almost in bad taste for me to criticize the paper in this way,
but I know Dr. MacLean will be pleased to have my views on
these points. Surgeons like to have these points brought up.
I will join with those gentlemen who proposed the vote of
thanks-I will do it with all my heart, and I am delighted that
Dr. MacLoan has come to us and I hope ho will come again
soOn.

PR. MiAcLEAN-I am very happy indeed. to hear all the kind
and complimentary things that have been said. I feel very
deeply gratified, especially when these compliments come from
old pupils like Dr. Reeves, and old colleaguos like Dr. Sullivan
and Dr. Dupuis, but I should have been very mach disappoint-
cd indeed if my observations, as contaiaed in my address, had
been allowed to pass without a single word of criticism or op-
position. I feel very grateful indeed to my friend Dr. Hings-
ton for having given some little show of opposition. If there
is anything in this world that a surgeon-especially one with
some Celtic blood in him-enjoys, it is opposition. Perhaps
not quite so mnuch as my Hibernian friend, Dr. Sullivan, but
even a Scotchman likes a little of that. But to return to the
practical point that Dr. Hingston has taken up, the very point
on which I expected to find a difference of opinion. I did not
in my address wait to give all the reasons for the faith that
iwas in me, because that would have made it too long and
tedious. for I do think if there is anything in this world that
is a nuisance it is a so called exhaustive address on medical
surgery. It is generally more exhausting to the audience than
to the subject. I tried to avoid that and made it somewhat
dogmatic, but now that Dr. Ilingston has raised the question I
think it is but fair that I should state why I hold these views.
With regard to the oporation for stone in the bladder, I have
lectured, as Dr. Hingston has done, on surgery for twenty-five
years more or less, and during most of that time. as you are
aware, I had a large clinic of a peculiar kind--not the ordinary
run of surgical cases in a large city, but cases that come from

27
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a very wide area of a vast continent, wherever My old pupils
had settled or my old patients lived, or wherever the naine of
the University of Michigan had been heard of, and in that way
I had an opportunity of seeing many curious cases and having
many strange experiences, and one of those experiences was
the oit returning cases of stone in the bladder whcre the
operation of crushing had been performed often by very
eminent and skilful hands. Consider for a moment the con-
dition of the bladder which had a stone in it for some time, the
inflamed, irritated, degenerated condition of the membrane. It
is a common thing to operate by cystotomy where there is no
atone at ail. What for? To give the bladder physiological
rest. It is an operation I have frequently performed and with
great success. One should guard against operating where
there is irritation of the coating and then take ont the stone
and have done with it. Now if we'do so in a case where there
is no stone in the bladder, how much more so is it necessary
where there is a stone. In the operation of Iithotomy you not
only get rid of the stone, but you give the bladder physiolo-
gical rest, and an opportinity to rejuvenate itself and to take
a fresh start in life, and to return to its primeval condition of a
hcalthy structure. That is the real reison why I prefer the
lateral operation to any other method of removing stone fri
bladder. The suprapubie operation I consider a bad operation;
i know I am something of a heretic, but I express ny own
view. The lateral operation, affording rest, drainage, and an
opportunity to recuperate, 1 consider best. 1 have perforned
it often and that is one reason why I am partial to it, becauîse
it is only right for a man to praise the bridge that carries himn
safely across. At the same time, we ought all to be open to
conviction, and when Dr. I-fingston or any other man cati show
me good and sufficient reasons, backed up by actual practical
facts to change my minci, I shall immediately do so and gladly
confess that I have been in error, aad set out at once to mend
my ways. As to thu question of stricture of the urethra 1 base
my opinions there upon a pretty large experience of it, having
been associated with Professor Syme, to vhom we are really
indebted for ail that Las been done in the matter of strictire.
He was the pioncer; he was the man who worked out the
pathology of stricture, the man -who invented the method
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which so simplified the operation and made it safe. He was
the man who operated so frequently and successfully as to
domonstrate the safety and beauty of that operation. Having
been associated with him for so many years, and watching
him earofully insinuating instruments through the tortnoas and
difficult passage of the stricture, and having tried to iniitate
him in my practiee of thirty years or more, on the data ob-
tained that way I have a very firm conviction. I have dilated
a great many strictures and got them along so far that I have
said to the patient, " now here is a bougie, a good large one,
that will slip in. Pass that in every Saturday night and keep
quiet until Sunday and you will cure yourself. Those patients
have very rarely come back, unless they have been careless
and neglected themselves. Of course, where the stricture bas
become resilient and refractory and refuses to dilate, then the
question arises botween two or three operations. I hold that
the externa! oporation is best. You see what you are doing.
I do not like this stabbing in the dark, either moral, mental
or physical. I believe you see botter whatyou are doing, vou
have an open wound, you divide the stricture thoroughly, and
a)ove all I believe it gives the best results. I have seen in-
ternal urethrotomy performed often, and I have frequently
operated on the same cases afterwards on account of recur-
rence. These are the grounds on which I take this stand. I
thiik in the operation of dilatation, perhaps because it is
tedious and the surgeon does not get the patient off bis bands
quick enough, he is sometimes inclined to slur an operation to
avoid it, and then urethrotony is simple, and the operation is
so easily done that it is tenpting to a surgeon, and he is apt
to overlook its defects. No longer ago than last Sunday morn-
ing a gentleman came into my office and said to me, '- I will
have to have an operation for strictuire." I said, " how doyou
know?" Hie said, 4 I have been down to Now York and had
an examination," and he mentioned the name of a gentleman
who is now hore, and therefore I vill not give bis name-he
moutioned the naine of a gentleman with which we are all
familiar. He said, "I have the stricture so tight and so hard
and organie that it is perfect nonsence to talk of treating it
any other way than by operation." The surgeon told him it
would take from four to six weeks and would cost from $500
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to $l,500." My patient said " I do not want to' have it done
there, I want you to do it, for when I told the gentleman to ex-
amine me I mentioned that I would go back straight home
and have Dr. MaeLean do it." He said, " all right you could
not be in better hands." I said " lie down and I will examine
you." I tcok a full sized bougie; he said, " you cannot ise
that on me, for all that the doctor in New York could use was
a whalebone bougie." I said, "I only want to make an cx-
amination." I passed the bougie and found a decided stricture.
I finally passed a very small instrument but it was a metal
instrument. I then used a larger one. Last Sunday he came
to my office and then I passed three or four instruments. lie
said, "since I have been here I have been able to pass water
easily." I have no doubt ho will be rid of bis stricture witb-
out any operation. Now an operation may be more bri lliant
to the surgeon but it will not be so beneficial to the patient. I
have no doubt whatever, so far as that patient is concerned, an
operation will be entirely avoided. On the other hand, there
is a danger in the opposite direction. I contend, so far as
the treatment of Ptricture is concerned in a vast number of
cases, the patient can treat himself and when an external
operation is necessary it can bo performed. I believe a large
number of cases of urethral trouble are subjected to the opera-
tion of internal urethrotomy, when there is not the slightest
necessity. I tell you it is an operation that is performed too
often, and there is great danger of sepsis in a case where there
is a little chronic discharge. The patient comes to me and says
I have a chronie disebarge and you might as well operate on
me first as last, a'nd I -want the operation performed." ý I very
rarely do it indeed. I pass bougies for them and treat them
that way carefully and persistently and get rid of the trouble.
For these reasons, whieh I have given youj still contend that
treatment by external operation is better. First, by internai
operation you may cut too much, you may have hemorrbage
and the results are not so promising. I did not give then in
my address, but inasmuch as Dr. Hingston has challenged my
views, and done it with that grace, dignity and eloquence
characteristic of the man, I really could not refrain froma say-
ing a few words in response to his criticism.

Dr. HIINGsToN-I am obliged to say something; it is merely



to say that if I proposed to join in a vote of thanks to Dr. Mac-
Lean a few minutes ago, 1 do so now with infinitely more
satisfaction. The address was admirable, and I think his de-
fence of the two operations is very clever indeed. I shall not
disenss it as I think it would take a -day, and I have no doubt
two-thirds of those present have decided views on the subject.
I will merely say in a general way that, there are cases and
cases of stone in the bladder, and there are strictures and
strictures, and I think a man would not be a wise man who
would adopt Dr. MacLean's method or my own in every case,
and the same with regard to stricture. As to the frequeney
with which I try it, I arn not disposed to operate more than
once in five times by lithotomy. Perhaps once in five times,
but as I said the question is too large to be discussed here to-
day. I am delighted that I gave Dr. MacLean an opportunity
to make those excellent ol.servations.

The vote of thanks was adopted unanimously.
Da. MacLEAN-In returning thanks for this vote I wish to

say one word. In the first place, referring to the remark of
Dr. Sullivan, I may say that I was born a Canadian, that
wherever I live I shall be a Canadian and I shall die a Cana-
dian. In the second place, r wish to say that there is not
anywhere in the United States or in any other part of the
world a Medical Association or an audience from which I could
receive a vote of than k-s with greater pleasure or greater grati-
fi cation than from the Canadian Medical Association.
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APPENDICITIS.
By Dn. B. P. WRIGT, OTTAWA.

CAsE I.-J. M., taken ill on a certain Sunday suddenly with
acute abdominal pains, which, notwithstanding warm app!ica-
tions and opium, increased, and that night was diagnosed as
acute appendicitis without tunour, by the attending physician,
Dr. Garrow. As far as I can recollect, a few hours after the
first onset of the pain, it became localized in the iliac region, and
remained there with the usual objective symptoms of rapid
small pulse,-slightly elevated temperature,-anxious facial ex-

pression, and constipation till Tuesday morning, when the pain
and tenderness became more general, associated with tympan-
ites, and a pinched condition of the features. On Tuesday
night I saw him with Doctors Garrow and Herderson, and found
marked tympanites, pain and tenderness over both flanks, with
deep dullness on percussion, particularly in the right iliac region.
Pulse small and wiry, facial expression bad. The diagnosis was
acute appendicitis with gencral peritonitis, and it was decided to
operate early on the following morning. Willard Parker's
operation was adopted; a curved incision was made over the
site of greatest dullness, about an inch above the middle of
Porpart's ligament. The division of the deep tissues was fol-
lowed by a gush of stinking pus. The appendix inflamed,
thickened and adherent was tied and removed. Peritoneum
was adherent at different points to intestines which, on separa-
tion, was found to pocket pus, an accumulation being found even
on the opposite side. The abdominal cavity was well iwashed
out with boiled water, a double drainage tube inserted, and the
wound packed and brought together. Death occurred in about
twelve hours.

Probably in this case perforation occurred on Tuesday, be-
cause till Tuesday towards the afternoon there was no tympan-
ites, and the tenderness was even then found to be limited to

fe Read at the meeting of the Canadian Medicai Association, at Ottava, Septeinber
21st, 1892.
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the right iliac region ; in the evening it was marked in the left,
and then there were symptoms of collapse.

Guerster says that the " absence of tumour with very acute
local and general symptoms represents an extremely grave com-
bination of things, its meaning being a general perforating peri-
tonitis. It would be extremely difficult to save the patient even
by the most resolute means." But before perforation occurred,
the case doubtless belonged to the first class, that is, simple ap-
pendicitis without tumour, about which we are told that " wen-
ever acute and persistent pain occurs in the iliac region, accom-
panied by vomiting and retching, the pain being markedly in-
creased by palpatation, trouble of the appendix could be confi-
dently diagnosticated," and further on lie says, and this is .a
most important part, " that in view of the impossibility of fore-
telling whether in a given case, spontaneous evacuation of the
contents of the appendix or perforation is to take place ; and in
the latter case, whether superficial or deep-seated abscess will
develop ; and considering the fact that laporatomy followed by
excision of the appendix yields good results if donc before per-
foration occurs, it is safe to follow McBurney's advice, which
recommends removal of the appendix, if the symptoms persist
and increase for forty-eight hours.

CAsE II.-Railway conductor, aged 32. Was first seen by
Dr. Edwards on the third day after onset of acute symptoms,
and by me in consultation on the following morning. We found

pain and tenderness over the whole iliac region, very little tym-
panites, slight elevation of temperature, slight dullness on per-
cussion on very deep pressure. We made up our minds to wait
for further developments in the absence of other alarming symp-
toms. In three days, the dullness being well defined, and ex-
tending towards the lumbar region, we agreed to ôperate, and
an opening was made directly over the site of the appendix.
The adhesions were so firm that it was thought well not even to
search for the appendix, and after evacuating a large quantity
of stinking pus, it was washed out and drained with a double
drainage tube. The case progressed favourably. On the tenth
day the drainage tube was removed and at the end of four weeks
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the patient was walking about, and shortly after resumed his
occupation. This is a good illustration of the type of ileoingui-
nal acute perityphlitic abscess, by far the most common variety,
and when recognized, in the absence of acute symptoms it is
often good surgery to wait until the fourth or even the sixth
day before operating, so that firm adhesions may take place be-
tween the peitoneum, constituting the anterior wall of the
abscess, and the adjacent tissues. Entering the abscess is then
a simple matter and absolutely unattended by danger. Another
case of this type was operated upon by Dr. Powell, but as I was
unfortunately unable to be present, I will ask him to give an
outline of its history himself

CASE III.-The next case is one of Dr. Garrow's, on a black-
smith. aged 18. Commenced to complain on Friday, 18th July,
1890, of headache, constipation and malaise, and on the Sunday
followig vomited. Immediately after had severe abdominal
p-ain, and in a few hours the pain and tenderness were limited
to the iliac region. Next day the tenderness was very marked,
associated with dullness extending onward towards the lumbar
region, and upward, so that it became lost in the liver dullness.
I saw him on that day with Drs. Garrow and Henderson, and
we agreed to operate in the afternoon. A large quantity of
stinking pus was found corresponding with the area of dullness.
Owing to adhesions the appendix could not be found. The
abscess cavity was washed out and a double drainage tube in-
serted. Notwithstsnding the greatest care, there followed tym-
panites, and every indication of general peritonitis and impend-
ing death till the following Thursday, when he passed a large
quantity of flatus, and the following day and several succecding
ones fetid matter and pus. He then progressed satisfactorily
till the end of August, and in the early part of September
walked as far as Dr. Garrow's office. After that he developed
a septic pneumonia, and some time later we opened a large post-
hepatic abscess which was probably septicomic, and possibly
due to direct extension from the appendix. He died in a few
days after the second operation from exhaustion.
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CASE IV.-Dr. Edward': case of a girl of about 15 with ileo.
inguinal abscess, operation about the fifth day. There was firm
adhesion between the peritoneum and the adjacent tissues. The
abscess cavity was entered for that reason with safety, a double
drainage tube was used, and the patient, I understand, recov-
ered without a bad symptom.

CASE V.-Dr. Henderson's case-leo-inguinal. A young
man about 24 years of age, clerk in a dry goods store. Shortly
after first onset of symptoms, pain was eased by opium and
bowels kept open withi salines. I saw him on the fourth day.
with Drs. Ilenderson ard Garrow, and found unmistakable evi-
dence of tumour, pain on pressure, dullness from the right of
the appendix towards the lumbar region about four inches and
two and a half inches in width. Pulse rapid and abrupt, tem-
perature 1029 and ascending. The temperature being the same
on the following day, and the other symptoms unchanged, opera-
tion was decided upon. The peritoneum was found healthy.
Appendix behind.the coecum, black and distended, with a point
of suppuration near the bowel. It was tied with a double silk
ligature and removed. Recovery progressed without any undue
event.

CASE VI.-A spare, healthy boy of 15 under Dr. Lynch, of
Almonte. Was taken ill with abdominal pain on Saturday,
10th October, 1891. Symptoms increased, with indications of
localization, and on Tuesday morning, when I first saw him, his
facial expression was bad, pulse small and rapid, skin clammy,
great tenderness over the illiac region, and dullness on percus-
sion. Gave him a full dose of opium, which produced rest, and
in six hours we found the general condition much improved,
with local symptoms unchanged. Owing to the seriousness of
the constitutional symptoms, immediate operation was decided
upon. An incision was made over the site of greatest dullness,
one and a half inches to the umbilical side of the anterior
superior spinous process. Peritoneum found healthy, and pre-
senting surface of coecum in the sane condition. On passing
finger behind the cocum a lot of stinking puss escaped, and a-
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further examination found the appendix collapsed, highly con-
gested, and firmly adherent to the posterior wall of the cocum.
Washed out the abscess cavity and inserted a double drainage
tube. I felt some little anxiety as the peritoneal cavity ivas ex-
posed, owing to the peculiar position of the abscess, and on that
account drew the edges of the wound well together and ordered
perfect quiet, feeling that in a few hours sufficient lymph would
be thrown out to protect the peritoncum. The case progressed
satisfactorily. At the end of two weeks, the discharge being
serous and inoffensive, the tube was withdrawn. Since then, I
understand, his progress bas been uninterruptedly good. I look
upon this last case as one of deep-seated ileo-inguinal abscess,
owing to the position of the appendix on the posterior aspect of
the coecum. I have always been opposed to the use of explora-
tory needles, and this is a case in which such an experiment
would have wounded the bowel.

Shortly aftor the last operation I was asked to see a case with
Dr. Lynch, of Almonte, and unfortunately I have lost the notes
of his case ; for purposes of illustration it will, however, suffice
to give an outline of it:-J. R., a boy of about 14, with good
family history, and a previously good record, was seized with
acute pain and vomiting on a given day. Soon associated with
increasing temperature and pulse. Symptoms steadily grew
worse, and on the third day I saw him ; condition was then fair,
pulse small and rapid, temperature 102. Belly fat, great pain
and tenderness over whole of right iliac region, with badly de-
fined duliness on deep pressure. Pain and less tenderness ex-
tended over towards the left side. It was considered necessary
to operate at once, an incision was made well above the miiddle of
Poupart's ligament, and though the abdominal cavity was entered,
no pus exuded. After some time, by careful digital exploration
through the wound, the abscess cavity was entered between the
pelvis and the bladder on the right side ; offensive pus freely
escaped, and with it came into the wound a large mass of sup-
purating omentum. This, after ligating with catgut, I ampu-
tated, then washed out the whole cavity with boracic acid and
hot water, put in a double drain., and closed the opening.
le only lived .twenty-four hours, and died of general peritonitis.
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Were I called upon to deal with such another case as this, i
should make a second opening in the median line to secure
thorough drainage and to facilitate the free irrigation as recom-
mended by Mr. T. R. Jones of Manchester. Since November
I have had, in my own private practice, four cases of acute ap-
pendicitis recovering without operative interference. Though
important and interesting, the details o. such cases are too
familiar to you to permit me to relate them. I will only say
that I treated them all with small and repeated doses of calomel,
and large doses of sulphate of soda to keep the bowels patent,
and occasionally with an opiate to relieve the pain, the dose of
the latter being in direct ratio to the amount of suffering.
Though in two of these cases the temperature from 1000 to
1021Q continued for nearly a week, and dullness in percussion
and tenderness for the same time, so that every day I vas pre-
pared to operate, I never felt that the right time had quite ar-
rived. Slowly the symptoms improved till convalescence was
established.

In one, a boy of 9 was taken ill on the 26th of November
with great pain in right iliac region. On the 2Tth the pain in-
creased, and " markedly tender" over McBurney's point so that
"lie could not bear the slightest pressure." Vomiting set in on
the 28th and 29th. In response to the treatment already men-
tioned lie passed, together with an ordinary motion, a whole apple
core. This was followed by immediate relief and rapid recovery.
I will allude to this case later on.

In dealing with this subject, I have put to myself several
questions, and have answered them to the best of my ability. I
have dealt with my subject in this way for two reasons. First,
beca*use I think it enables me to select the most interesting
points ; and next, because it will, I hope, elicit concise and in-
structive discussion by the many able and experienced surgeons
here to-day. I must begin with that all-important, oft repeated,
and yet unanswered question : When shall wc operate in appen-
dicitis ? All authorities, McKenny, Gunds, Guntin, Pepper,
Bridge, Fitz, Jones, Treves and others, agr-ee that when, at the
end of 24 hours, there is an evident disposition to extension of
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local svmptoms and an increase of constitutional disturbance,
with or without tumour, operate.

When there is tumour the surgeon must be guided by surgical
knowledge and surgical sense. If there are no constitutional
symptoms it may be wise to wait for five or six days, when the
operation is as safe as opening an ordinary abscess. Still, he
must always bear in mind the possibility of a rupture into the
peritoneum at any moment, with a rapidly succeeding septic
general peritonitis.

With a distended, tender appendix, the seat of pus, and asso-
ciated with all the usual symptoms of septic absorption, I know
of no means to diagnosticate it for abscess. If it could be, an
early operation would be called for to avoid peritonitis by the
removal of the appendix. It seems to me the definition must
ever remain more.or less comprehensive.

How is the abscess formed ? It is generally explained by the
more or less graduai oozing of pus from the perforated appendix.
As the pus comes into contact with the surrounding serous mem-
brane, adhe3ive inflammation is at once set up, and the abscess
wall is thus formed. If this covers the case, it seems to me the
greater number of abscesses would be meso-colic in obedience
to the law of gravitation, as most patients remain all the time in
the dorsal position, yet this we know to be the rarest varicty.
My impression is that adhesions are formed when the appendix
is inflamed, between it and the adjoining tissues, and that when
perforation occurs, pus finds its way into the parts offering the
least resistence. A free appendix is most likely to empty itself
into the cæcum by virtue of its anatomical construction, yet, if
the resistance offered be too great, its perforation is most likely
to be followed by a general and a fatal peritonitis. This ex-
planation will, I think, to some extent, explain those serious
cases we now and again meet, with grave local and constittitional
symptoms. When the problem of operation is constantlir before
us, and yet spontaneous relief is obtained, or rapid collapse
occurs, ive are led to believe we should have operated earlier.

Can inflammation of the appendix be diagnosed from inflam-
mation of the caput coci or of the pericScal structures ? I
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know of no means by which this can be done. Any of these
conditions may exhibit the greatest tenderness on McBurney's
point, as in the case already related, where relief was obtained
on the fourth day by the passage of a complete apple core. As
a rule, of course, there are distinguishing features, but occasion-
ally a satisfactory diagnosis is impossible.

Should the incisions marked out by McBurney and Willard
Parker always be adopted ? I am inclined now to agree with
Mr. Jones, of Manchester, and to enter the abscess on the
site of the greatest dullness, particularly if associated with
odema. The greatest argument against this is the difficulty
of distinguishing between the duliness of the abscess and that
produced by the tonic contraction of the fleshy abdominal and
lumbar muscles, when the abscess is, and it often is, directed
backwards. I find that even in healthy men, with weil developed
muscles, the percussion note is dull over the extreme right of
the iliac region. This point should be borne in mind, as I am
certain it has caused serious mistakes in treatment.

Having made the incision and opened the abscess, should we
search for the appendix ? Even my own limited experience
has taught me not to do this. If the appendix is not adherent,
and can be easily found, and is distended, inflamed, or perfor-
ated, it should be removed. I think al authorities now agree
with 'this opinion and practice. Sloughs often come away after
some days.

Siould we close the wound ? I think this a most important
question, and has much to do with the ultimate result. In al
the operations I have witnessed or taken part in, the rule bas
been to allow of room only for th- drainage tube. Bryant and
Jones recommend the lower half of the incision to remain open,
and the whole to be stuffed with iodoform gauze, the latter to
be removed on the third day usually, and again packed, and so on
till granulation tissue fills it up. I should like very much to
hear the opinions of those present relative to this. In the same
connection we rnight include the material used for drainage. I
have been in the habit of using a double perforated rubber tube,
one arm shorter than the other. This has the possible disad-
vantage of being rendered useless as a drain by compression in
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the event of much tympanitic distension. For that reason many
recommend a glass tube, but that may cause ulceration by
pressure of the abscess wall, with consequent mischief. Others
recommend strips of gauze, and this may be the best means,
though I am unable to speak of it from experience.

DIscussIoN.

Tho CirA.umIAN--This is certainly a practical paper. I arn
very mucih pleased with it and it should be well discussed.

Di. BULKLEY-I SUppOSC no one knows less, theoretically,
about this subject than I do, but personally I hope there is
nobody knows more about it than I do. My first case occurred
some thirty ycars ago ini my own person. That was long before
a know-ledge of appendicitis anud its operation existed, and I
merely speak of it, as no mention was made of the mode of per-
foration that took place in my case, and as far as I have been
able to ascertain by reading, it is not mentioned in any of the
authorities. I was a boy twelve years old and had the ordinary
symptoms known as appendicitis and I was treated by Alonzo
Park. It was one of the cariiest cases of opium treatient.
The amount of laudanum I took in two weeks was about two
pints. I had no movement of.the bowels at all-poultices were
applied to my side and my life was despaired of. They had no
mode of operating. At the end of five weeks or thereabout
the abscess discharged spontaneously. For a couple of
days there was a free discharge of pus which after a time
stopped and the fever abated. This is the first time I have
mentioned the case. My impression froni hearing the discus-
sion to-day is thàt I should hesitate whether to direct my wife,
in case I had a repetition of the discase, to allow my ab-
domen to be opened or not.

SIR JAMES GRANT-I have been very much interested indeed
in the excellent paper of Dr. Wright -on the subject of appen-
dicitis, inasmuch as it is one that has attracted the attention
of physicians and surgeons during the last few years. Dr.
McPhcdlran and Dr. McBurney, of New York, who have writ-
ten some admirable articles on the subject, have brought to
light many important points in connection with it. I merely
wish to bring before you to-day. as I have not had an oppor-
tunity of writing up my notes on the subject, a case that I have
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now under observation. A gentleman who is in his seventy-
eighth year vas attacked eight or nine days ago with very
acute pains in the neighbourhood of the cocum. Opiates were
administered internally and all the ordinary means Lried. I
came to the conclusion that it might b, from the symptoms
connected with it, a case somewhat unique in its character. I
wasunderthe impression that it was a case of acute inflarma-
tion in connection with the appendix«or the tissues around it.
I treated him in that way for I had attended him many years
before for attacks of rheumatic gout, which generally ended in
laying him up for weeks at a time. Had it been othcrwise, Il
should have been inclined to follow the system of those wlio
advocate early operation. 1 prescriied energetic dry euipping
over the appendix. I informed my patient that I believed it
was not at all unlikely that he would develop an attack of gout
in his extremities. as had been the case years before. On the
eighth day, after the abdominal trouble had alnost disappear*-
ed. he had a moderately acute attack of gout in his feet and
knees. I mention this case to show how little we know about
the appendix. Some years ago I had occasion to write an
article on the appendix which was taken up later by Dr.
Howard of MoNntreal. Since that time the treatmernt of appen-
dicitis is by operation. Now the abdominal cavity is regarded
as a kind of gymnasium, and men think nothing of opening it
to sec what- is the matter. Not many years ago I have seen
cases in which, if operated upon by physicians as well infrrn-
ed in surgery as medica mon are now, might have benefitted
by the operation. In fact, Isaw a case with Dr. Wright many
vears ago. in which I was called in for a consultation. There
was an elongated appendix. It tied the bowei up and made a
reruIar stricture. We had a post-mortem afterwards. and we
found that if we had used the knife the ehild might have beeri
alive to-day. but at the sarme time there is no subject in the
whole domain of surgery that a man requires to use more
judgment or discretion about than this one ofsutdden operative
iter-fence. i have time and again met cases of ordinary

rppendicitis that have recovered under ordinary reatment
and others where they have dropped ofî when an operation
mrÀighz have sa-:ed their lives. I mentioned this case to-day,
where an acu- atack of appendicitis was folowed by an at
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tack of gout, to show how peculiar this appendix is, and it
might be attacked by somcthing of an acute character and
afterwards assume a different forn and leare the individual.
We are living in an age of great progress, more particularly
in the domain of sirgery. We sec what is being donc, and
those who kcep in advance of the medical profession havo
reason to be proud of the great strides it is making in this
nineteenth century.

Da. IITLL, Ottawa-Is there a gentleman here who can givo
us any information as to the physiological use of thc appendix?
Aiso, I would like to ask Sir James Grant wihether, in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred. lie would be enabled to apply the
dry cupping over the attacked region ? My private opinion
is that it could not be used in one case out of a hundred.

Dit. MacLEAN-I listened with very great pleasure and in-
terest to tho practical and suggestive paper of Dr. Wright, and
if it were in my powcr to add anything in the way utf (efini te-
ness or certainty to the probloms whiclh lie has so ingeniously
suggested, I should be very happy indced, but I do not think
that I am in a position to do so. i do not think that any per-
son is as yet. After all, the operations in cases of appendicitis
are of very recent origin, and I think it will b some time be-
fore we are able to lay down a complete set of rules for our
guidance in those cases, they vary so mcLI from each other.
I think there is one point witli regard to the management of
appendicitis ; we must lake into consideration each individutIal
case and judge of it oii its own merits. We cannot lay down
a general law that will apply to every case. Patients vary as
to their age, and to their habits, as to their general condition,
and in so many ways that while in one case it wo*uld be very
easy to decide what course to pursue, in other cases it is a
matter of the most extreme difficulty and the greatest respon-
sibility. I may illustrate by one or two cases which have
occurred to me quite recently. One was a case of avery well-
known young gentleman in the city of Detroit, a man occupy-
ing a prominent position there, a gentleman whom I have
known for twenty years at least, and who has always been
very delicte-a kind of constitution that a surgeon would bu
very unlikely to select, if he could arrange the matter before-
hand. as a subject of operation. This gentleman was in the
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woods when he was taken ill with ail theicaracteristics ofap-
pendicitis. le got. a spocial train and was brought home as
sooli as possible, and I saw hin perhaps forty-eiglit hurs after
the commencement of the symptois. He was then suffiering
very nieh pain and had a good deal of fver-about 101--a
rapid pulse, ver*y fuirred tongue, very sallow complexion, and
altogethor iL looked as if it would talke very little indeed to
tuîrn the scale a ist him. Thie indications for operation were
clear, except in so far as thero was no fluctuation. That
woild have sottled tIe ilatter of course. Thero were tender-
iess8 ald swelling and all the charistics. No doubt, if it
liad been an ordinary case brought to the public clinic or
hospital, there would have been vory little hesitation about
periformN iig an operation. But in this case, in view of the re-
sponisibilit.y connected wilh it in many ways, and in view
especially of the patient's condition, I didi hesitate, and I made
Ilp mny nind that 1 vould wait aryway for tweitv-lbur lours
longer, getting everything rcady in Ihe lotuse to operate, pro-
viding the temperature went ip our other indications secmed to
iequire it. i watclied him very carefully indeed. In Lwenty-
four hours his tapcrature hadi begun to go down. The swel-
ling at the appendix had begun to disappear to some extent.
Ls general condition was botter, the expression of his
countenance improved, and ib elt still further encouraged to
wait. i did so, watching himrn very carefully, until the syimp-
tons gradually disappeared and lie got well vithout au opera-
tion. Now there is one of those cases that illustrate the
dillulty iii deciding as to the operation. I have no doubt at
all that if ton operating surigeons hiad seen that patient eight
at the very Ieast would have deternined upon an operation,
anîd yet the patient made a good recovery without it A very
few days afterwards I was called into the country to see a
young mai, aged 22, who had violent symptoms of appen-
dicitis and had been suffering for several days. [ was called
for the purpose of operating, as the surgeon in attendance was
confident that nothing but an operation would save the
patient's life. Sure enough [ found him with a high tempera-
ture with well marked swelling, and 1 believed I could detect
finectuatioà. At all events, the gencral syniptoms were 80
urgent that the case did not seen to me toadmit of any doubt
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whatever as to an operation, and 1, with very great facility,
found the appendix imbedded in a large cavity of exceediigl
fetid pus. I removed the append ix, washed out the cavity very
thoroughly indeed, and left the cavity open with absorbent
gauze so arranged as to make a good drain, and the patient
recovered without any bad symptom. These are two character-
istic cases illustrating the position that a surgeon very often
finds himself in with regard to appendicitis-the question as
to operation of the one case had gone so fàr-the last one I
have described-that any doubt about it had really vanished.
A. few days before, it miglit have been mach more diflicult to
determinc, although, no doubt the patient would have had l
better chance. There is one point that. [ notice in Dr. Wrigit's
paper-the question of the kind of drain to use. I have tried
all kinds and have settled down at last to gauze. I believe
idoform gauze makes the surest drain so long as the cavity is
not too full to obstruct discharge. .Tust a few days ago I
operated for a case of appendicitis which also elicited anothier
point brought out in Dr. Wright's paper. All the symptoms
of a rapid case of appendicitis were there and I was called in
for the purpose of operating. 1 operated on the patient within
five minutes fron the time I·first saw him. The case hadgone
so far that the patient had been delirious, although the tem-
perature was normal. One cannot always trust the ther-
mometer. There was a patient in an abdominal stage of
appendicitis, and yet his temperature vas normal. Still
his pulse was bad and he had a. low forin of delirium. There
was a discharge of a large quantity of pus. I washed
out the cavity and drained it well and the patient
made a very rapid recovery. The point I wish to niake
is especially this, that I never saw the appendix. I
passed my finger in and I found that the abscess which was
caused by the appendicitis was fenced off from the peritoneal
cavity, so 1 operated without touching the cavity, and I thought
I should repress my desire for an additional speocimen for ny
collection. and resist any tendency to look further for the ap.
pendix. IIe made a good recovery-as good as I have ever
seen, and I do not suppose i shall every have any further
trouble with him. I do not think it is always necessary to
find the appendix or remove it. There is one other point with
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regard to those cases-it is one of the most unfavorable and
unpleasant to contemplate. I can illustrate it by a character-
istic case which occurred in ny own practice about a year
ago. A yourg lady had recurrent attacks of pain in the region
of the appendix. I had been called in once before, but the
attack had pas>.ld off and she vas well, though she bad a
delicate constitution. Another attack tool place and I was
called in. The symptoms continued and became aggravated,
although there was io very defiite swelling. There was a
high temperature, rapid pulse, pain, and general constitutional
disturbance. ln that case it was thought necessary te operate
and I did so. 'in that case we got down to the appendix
with the utmost flacility and found ià swollen, inflamed
and adhering. I separated it, very gently of course. f do
not thinik the whole operation lasted over five minutes. I
closed it up and congratulated myself on having struck a very
satisfactory and easy case. She was a young lady of about 17
years of age. Unfortunately she never did any good after the
operation. She woke up in agony and ail the symptoms of
collapse cane on with tremendous rapidity, and in twelve
hours she was dead. Unfortuînately, f could not have a post
morten. Strange to say, on the same day in New York, Dr.
Bell of that city performned an exactly similar operation on a
young lady of exactly the saine age and with exactly the same
result. Ie could get no post mortem either. Now, perlaps
on the other side of the abdominal cavities there was a second-
ary accumulation of pus which was not detected, and if I find
myself in a similar case hereafter, I think I should make a
careful exploration. If I did not ind the pus which we had
reason to believe existed sonewhere, I should not have been
4atisfied with merely removing the appendix, which was done
iii this case with very great fiacility, but I should have had a
suspicion that there was something more and try to find it. I
think it is quite possible that in that case we might have found
in the pelvis or somewhere a collection of pus wlieh, if it had
been removed, might have had the effect of saving the girl's
life. Anotier point and I vill have done. It is a very nice
subject and once you get a surgeon started on it it is hard to
stop him. It is a subject on which the surgeon is mostly
always wound up. One other point I want te make here, and
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that is the danger of the exploring needle or aspirator. I think
We might almost say now that the aspirator has outlived its
usefulness. I know very few 'eases in abdominal surgery where
the aspirator is required. I. have seen very sad cases indeed,
where great injury bas been donc by it. First by the injury
it involves ; second, by sepsis, and thirdly by the incomplete
diagnosis. There may be cases where you may empty anT
abscess by the aspirator successfully, but they are exceedingly
rare. They generally leave enough behind to insure furither
trouble. At all events, as far as appendicitis is conterned, it
is a paltering, palliative and ineflectual mode of dealing with
it. Either do one of two things-trust to nature and general
treatment, or explore the abdomen and make a thorough, coin-
plete and scientific operation.

Da. R.ILL-This interesting di'cussion bas opened ny
nemorv, and I recollect a case that I was attending at Brigh-

ton, in England, years ago, of a young lady who was sutlering
from appendicitis, and after a certain time palliatives were
used without effect. There was constipation and that was over-
come. and she voided no less than eight plum stones, not
having eaten plun jam for eight weeks previously.

TREAT.M3EINT OF ABORTION.*

By K. N. FnwîvicK, M.A., M.D.

Perhaps there is no case in practice which gives the physi-
clan more anxiety and worry than one of abortion. This is
largely due to the diversity of opinion as to its proper treat-
ment, some text books a*nd teachers reconmending conseirva-
tive methods and a plan of waiting and non-interference, while
others, including recent writers, insist on the immediate re.
inoval of the secundines after the expulsion of the ovum.

Thus Tarnier, who is an advocate of the former method,
mentions a case, which is probably a typical result of such
treatment as follows :-" During the first five days the patient
did very well, but on the sixth I thought I detected a slight
odour in the lochia, and at three o'clock in the afternoon a
violent chill cane on which lasted an hour. This unfortunate

*1 Retiat the meeting of the Canadian Medical Association, at Ottawa, Sopteraber218t, 1892.
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lady died on the tenth day. At the post-mortem examination
we found the uterinc tissues softened and its cavity filled by
the putrified and still adlierent placenta."

Galobin says, '- ¯f the f<etus has escaped and the placenta or
incipient placenta remains behind it is of the greatest import-
ance to effeet an early and complote evacuation of the uterus.
Though this principle is generally accepted by ail good
athorities it is not universally carried out in practice."

The expectant plan is very unsafe, for if we wait till
dangerous symptoms set in it may be too late, the patient may
cither die from loss of blood. or suffer severely from subsequent
antemia, or if sheo escape this fate she May die of septiciemia,
and ai~ling this sho may suer from the effects of inflammation
or subinvolution of the uterus, and we ail know how many
vhronie uterine diseases can be traced to a neglected abortion.

Let us look for a moment at the nature of abortion and we
sec that it is not a physiological process like labor, but an
arrest of development and a premature separation of the
uterine contents during the first three months of pregnaney,
accompanied by tearing and laceration of the connection be-
twecen the ovumi and uterus. This does not always occur in the
saine way; thus at an early period the ovum may come away
entire, including the decidua vera, and leave the uterine sur-
face raw; it may leave the decidua vera behind; later on it
nay leave the amnnion and chorion; and lastly at the end of

the third nonth it may leave the placenta behind.
The contents of the uterus after an abortion being so dif-

ferent, and the size of the uterus varying with those conditions,
it will not always be possible to remove them with the finger
as we are advised, and so we must in a very large proportion
of cases use the curette.

The plan usually divised is to wait even for days, with or
without antiseptie precautions, such as vaginal injections of
bichloride or carbolic solution. Then should hemorrhage
occur it is treated by hot water or the tampon, and should the
lochia smell, by antiseptic vaginal or intrauterine injections,
and failing with these, the odor persisting and the tempera-
ture rising, by a recourse to the curette.

Let us now look at what seems to me a more rational
methodand first of ail we should consider if it is possible to pre-
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vent the abortion. This will depend on the amount of hemorr-
hage, the severity of the pain, and the degree of dilatation of
the cervix. If either of these symptoms are well marked it
will be unsafe to predict the arrest of the process, and if ail
are present, the ovmn is sure to come away.

The first thing is rest, rest of body, mind, and nervous sys-
tem. The patient must be kept in the recumbent position in
bed ; the room should be darkened, the attendants quiet, and
a full dose of opium administered by the mouth or rectum.
Dr. Thoinas illustrates this point very inpressively by an in-
cident which occurred in his own experience when house sur-
geon of a New York hospital. The late Dr. Marshall Hall was
on a visit, and after criticising the treatment of conrulsions by
revulsives he remarked.-' Young men let me tell you of an
experience of my owni. -Not long since in London I procured
two puppies of equal size and appearance and poisoned theni
with large doses of strychnia. One of themn I treated by
keeping it in the light and making cou nter irritation upon the
surface of the body by friction, etc. This puppy died. The
other I put down in a dep cellar which was perfectly dark
and absolutely quiet, and left him without any trcatment. The
result was that this second puppy got weil."

Should there be a history of previous abortions one should
try to fEnd the cause and treat it accordingly. Thus seek for
a history of syphilis, cardiac inconpetency, retroversion, en-
domnetritis, laccrated cervix, etc. If due to fatty degencratioii
of the placenta the patient should be given Potassic chloride
gr. x three times a day. This treatment was first suggested by
Sir Jas. Siimpson who was induced to use it froim some experi-
monts of Davy and Stephens who found that an alkaline salt
coming in contact with the blood rendered it of an arterial red
color, so tie thouglit that asepotassic chloride contained so munch
oxygen the blood would bc botter oxygenated and so the foetus
better nourished.

Should no cause be found for the repeated abortions, we have
a valuable remedy in. Viburnum Prunifolium, first known as a
popular remedy among the slaves of the South, recommended
by Phares in 1866, and subsequently brought forward to the
notice of the profession by Dr. Jenks. I have found it ofgreat
benefit myself in these cases and have a patient just now under
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its influence. who told me only a week ago that ber last child's
life was dre to this medicine and that she would'ut like to be
without -t in the house during her pregnancy.

If the abortion is inevitable one must not give any more
opium, but should endeavour to cnpty the uterus as soon as
possible, believing that the patient is never safe until this is ac-
eomph)lshed.

Opium now will prevent the utererine contractions we
require to empty the uterus, while ergot is entirely contra-
inidicated in abortion, as it causes spasmodie contraction of
the os as well as the fundus and so tends to retain the
secundines.

The most urgent symptom, hemorrhage, is arrested by the
tampon. This can only be donc properly with aspeculum and
should be carefully applied to the posterior and anterior
fornices of the*vagina and then fill up the canal as the specu-
lun is renioved. the material being wads of absorbent cotton
soaked in carbolie solution and squeezed out, or boiled cotton.
If these are not at band. clean strips of rag or bandage may be
soaked in disinfectant solution and used in the same way, but
sponges and sponge tents should never be used; the latter are
relies of barbarism.

The tampon should be left in for twelve hours, and on its
reioval the contents of the uterus are usually found in the
vagina. If the ovum bas not come away, but the os is dilated,
we sbould be careful not to rupture the sac unless prepared to
remove everything, for such cases if now allowed te go on are
not accompanied by much hemorrhage and nature will soon
finish them satisfàctorily. If the ovum ihas come away but the
secundines still remain they should be at once removed, and
we must not wait till septic symptoms set in. We are advised
to use the finger, but this can only be donc if the uterus is en-
larged as it would be towards the end of the third month, and
evon then the internal os is usually so contracted that the
finger cannot be got past it. The patient should be prepared
as for an operation, the bladder emptied by catheter. She
should b placed on left side in Sims' position, the vulva and
vaginat thoroughly washed,cleaised, and disinfected with warm
bicloloride solution (1-3000), the perineum retracted by Sims'
speculum, if the os is not sufficiently. dilated use Goodell's
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dilator, steadying the uterus by a hand outside on the ab-
domen, and grasping the posterior lip of the cervix with a
volsellum, the contents of the utorus are removed with a sharp
curette or Simons' spoon, or by placenta forceps. Theuterine
cavity ip then flushed out with warm bichloride solution (1-
5000) by means of a Bozemans' tube, and thon with hot water
to prevent any chance of mercurial absorption.

Should the contents have been putrid the uterine cavity
should be packed with iodoforn gauze which may be left for
24 hours, and then removed, subsequently using vaginal disin-
fectants.

Dihen has recently published 150 cases where this treat-
ment has been carried out with only two deaths and neither of
these were due to the treatment.

My own common sense and experience lead me to believe
that this is the only correct method of conducting these cases.

MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL.

SURGICAL CASES UNDER THE CARE OF DR. SHEPHERD.

(Reported by Dr. C. F. Main, House Surgeon.)

CASE I.- Ovariotony four weeks after Uonfinement; Recovery.
Mrs. G., aged 26, was admitted to hospital May 27th, 1892,

complaining of painful enlargement of abdomen. After last
(her second) confinement, four weeks ago, she noticed that the
normal decrease in size of abdomen did not occur. The child
had been born at full term, and the patient becoming alarmed
at her abnormal condition. after two weeks, consulted a doctor,
who, by tapping, removed two quarts of dark-brown syrupy fluid,
and again, three days later, another quart. Since that time no
nticeable change was evident, and patient entered hospital in
less than four weeks from confinement with distinct evidences of
a large ovarian tumour. Nothing in the personal or family his-
tory otherwise bear on the case.

June 1st.-After the usual preliminaries, patient was ether-
ized and Dr. Shepherd. made an incision 21 inches long in the
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median lino from the umbilicus. The peritoneum being eut through
the tumour sac was at once reached ; this being properly grasped
viti forceps in two places, a trocar was plunged in and several

quarts of thick grumous fluid removed. An effort was next
made to extricate the tumour, but this was found to be closely
adherent on all sides to the various peritoneal surfaces surround-
ing it, and was therefore with difficulty removed. The firmest
adhesions existed about the bladder wall, from which the tumour
was separated only after much trouble. After rapidly separat-
ing the numerous adhesions from above and below, the pedicle
vas duly reached and tied off with several silk ligatures, and .-.he
tumour cut away. The parts were well irrigated with boi:ed
water (110), and numerous bleeding points were found wiere
old adhesions had existed. Of these, some were controlled by
ligature and forcipressure, while over the postevior surface of the
bladder and other points of the veritoneum the thermo-cautery
was found necessary to control the hemorrhage. The wound was
next sutured with silkworm gut and a glass drainage tube in-
serted, resting in Douglas' pouch. The usual dressings were
applied.

Patient recovered from the operation without any untoward
symptom whatever, and no complication interfered with the fur-
ther progress of the case. The drain was removed on the fifth
day and the stitches on the seventh, good union being fouud al
along the line of incision. On the eighteenth day patient was
sitting up in a chair, and on the twenty-third day left hospital
to return home.

CASE II.-Inguinal Colotomy for old Syphilitic Stricture of
Rectum ; M1laydl's Operation modified by Réclus.

Mdme. D., aged 38, entered hospital July -, 1892, com-
plaining of painful and difficult defæcation, blood and mucus in
stools, and general debility. Present illness originated about
fifteen years ago, after birth of patient's second child, when her

perineum was completely torn across. A prolapsus recti fol.
lowed, and in 1888 patient was operated on for that complaint,
and has ever since been troubled with pain and progressively in-
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creasing difficulty in defecation. Since about the same period
patient observed blood and greenish-yellow discharge constantly
mixed with the stools, a condition which has of late been mucli
worse. For the past two months patient had come to the
hospital where gradual dilatation by rectal bougies had been
practised twice weekly, but this being very ineffectual, patient
sought almission for more radical treatment.

Personallfistory.-French-Canadian; married twice. By her
first husband, whom she married at 15 years of age,,she had two
children, the first dying of specific disease, the other now alive
and well. Her husband, who died about seven years ago, gave
a definite history of syphilis, contracted a short time before mar-
riage. Patient was married for the second time about two years
ago, but has bad no other children. Family history negative.

General condition on entrance.-Pale and weakly-looking,
though in fair state of nutrition. Apart from ber present com-
plaint, tbere is no evidence of any organic disease. The rectum,
on examination under ether, showed extensive ulceration, chiefly
on the posterior surface as far up as the finger could reach, nor
could the limit of the ulceration be seen with the aid of a specu-
lum. In places the diseased portions seemed nodular, not unlike
cancer, though the ulceration from general symptoms and history
was undoubtedly syphilitic in origin.

July 27.-Dr. Shepherd decided to perform inguinal colotomy,
and after the usual preliminaries ether vas administered and an
incision about V- inches long made a little internal to the anterior
superior left iliac spine. The skin, subcutaneous tissue and
peritoneum being cnt through, the large bowel was readily found
and hooked up through the wound ; a glass rod was next in-
serted underneath it, through the meso-colon, in order to main-
tain it in situ. The patient's bowels, which lad been well
emptied for some days before operation, gave no trouble. The
usual aseptic dressings were applied.

On Augnst lst (i.e., tli day from operation), patient was
again taken to the operating-room, and the dressings being re-
noved, the bowel was found firmly adherent to the edges of the

wound and the general condition of the patient excellent. The
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thermo-cautery was now alone used, in order. to eut through
the bowel transversely, only half the circumference of the bowel
ivas opened and the feces allowed to escape. Carbolic oil on
lint with dry aseptic dressings were applied.

Aug. 3.-Operation was completed to-day, and, as before, the
thermo-cautery was alone employed, the bowel being thus com-
pletely divided and the glass rod lifted out. Carbolic oil on lint
was inserted between the divided ends of the bowel and dressings
with jute-pad applied. No anæsthetie was employed for the
completion of the operation, nor did patient experience any
appreciable amount of pain while the cautery was being used.

Aug. 15.--Dressings have been changed twice daily, and
patient has progressed rapidly and favourably from the outset.
Wound has entirely healed, except for a few healthy granula-
tions at its lower end. Patient sat up in a chair to-day and
wheeled herself around the ward.

Au1g. 21.-Walked about the ward, feeling iii excellent con-
dition.

Aug. -27.-Wound quite healed; patient has been walking
about daily, and left the hospital in far better health than on
admission.

Remark.-This is certainly the colotomy of the future ; its
simplicity, safety, and the rapidity and ease with which it can be
performed is certainly marvellous to one accustomed to the old
lumbar colotomy. Maydl recommended suturing the bowel to
the abdominal wall and also the mesenteric surfaces of the
knuckle of bowel extruded. This was not found necessary by
Réclus. who merely passed a glass rod through the meso-colon
and thueq kept the bowel in place. He used the thermo-cautery
to opeiu the bowel on the third or fourth day, and, later, excised
the remainder of the protruding bowel ; but this is not necessary.
Cutting through the whole bowel so as to be able to lift out the
glass rod is all the operation required, the eut ends afterwards
retracting.

CASE III.-Compound Fracture of Skull with Loss of Brain
Substance.; Removal of depressed bone ; Recovery.

M. R., aged 6 years, was brought to hospital in the ambulance,
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having been thrown from a carriage head first down an open
man-hole. Examination showed a long ragged wound over left
eye, exteading iipwards and outwards over left frontal region
for about 3- inches, beginning just above the external angular
process. There was much loss of tssue and several pieces of
bone depressed into the brain. The wound was filled with dirt
from the drain, and small fragments of brain tissue were seen
oozing from the wound. The child was in an irritable condition,
but quite conscious ; pupils neither markedly contracted or
dilated, reacted to light, and no paralysis of any kind ; speech
was not interfered with.

The child was anoesthetized at once, hair removed, and parts
well cleansed with soap and antiseptic solutions. Three pieces
of bone which were driven into the brain substance were then
removed, two being about 1¼in.Xin. irregularly square, while
the third was somewhat smaller. There was free bleeding froin
the brain. The upper part of the temporal bone, whichli had
been depressed, was elevated and left in place, and the dura
mater sutured in three places with iron-dyed silk. The skin
wound was next prolonged backwards for about two inches to
relieve tension on the external sutures, and the scalp was then
closed over, a catgut drain inserted. and part dressed with iodo-
form, protective, and usual dressings. Patient slept well during
the night ; temperature rose next day to 100,1-, but by midnighh
was normal, remaining so throughout the whole period of con-
valescence.

On the third day after operation the drain was removed, the
wound looking very healthy, and union by first intention having
occurred. On the ninth day, again dresse1 and stitches removed,
the wound being well closed up ; pulsation was distinctly visible
where the bones had been removed, but no signs existed of ex-
cessive tension. About a week later patient commenced walking
about the ward, and on the nineteenth day since operation left
the hosptal, there being no signs of complication. Throughout
the whole course of treatment patient experienced no pain what-
ever, not the slightest evidence of disturbance of cerebral func-
tions nor of impairment of general health, while from the second
day the temperature remained constantly normal.
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Patient returned to hospital two weeks later, having shown
no untoward symptom of any kind and being apparently in ex-
cellent health. Pulsation was still marked over site of wound.

Remarks.-The result in this case was most satisfactory. The
injury of brain substance involved the second left frontal convo-
lution, th. centre of articulate language fortunately escaping.
When last seen (September, 1892), the child was in perfect
health, and only a small pulsating spot could be felt in left
fronto-temporal region.

MainW a1nd 1 oftift$ of eukS.
A Handbook of Hygiene and Sanitary Science.

By GEORGE WILSON, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. Edin., D.P.H1.
Camb. Seventh edition. London : J. & A. Churchill.

This lias long been one of the favouriA. handbooks on hygiene,
and the best evidence of its popularity exists in the fact that it
has now reached the seventh edition. The general plan of this
edition remains as before, aithough many of the subjects have
been rewritten and brouglit up to date. We notice a new
chapter on Meteorology, and the chapter on Vital Statisties lias
been considerably enforced. One of the most interesting chap-
ters of all is that on Communicable Diseases. A. brief, but use-
fui, account of sanitary law, and a summary of the duties of
health oflicers and sanitary inspectors complete this very service-
able book.

A Text-Book of Morbid Histology for Students
and Practitioners. By RUBERT BoYCE, M.B., M. R.C.S.,
Assistant Professor of Pathology in University College,
London. With 1.30 coloured illustrations. London; H.
1. Lewis, 136 Gower street. 1892.

This is a volume full of interest, and is in striking contrast to
the many prosy works on this important subject. The author
has succeeded in giving the important facts without discussing
vague theories and leaving you in any way to guess at the true
meaning. The classification. of morbid processes and arrange-
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ment of the same show originality and comprehensiveness, while

the suggestions thrown out will do much to stimulate research
work. The chapters on Inflammation and on Diseases of the

Kidney and Lung are among the best on these importat sub-

jects, and those not familiar with the latest views will find here
the facts up to date. The illustrations, mostly micro-photographs,
are not well reproduced, the outlines being indefinita and the

fine distinctions not brought out. Both author and publisher are

to be congratulated on this very readable and useful publication.

Medical Microscopy. A Guide to the use of the Microscope
in Medical Practice. By F. J. WETIIERED, M.D. (Lond.),
Member of the Royal College of Physicians ; Medical Regis-
trar to the Middlesex Hospital and Demonstrator of Prac-
tical Medicine to the Middlesex Hospital Medical School ;
Late Assistant Physician to the City of London Hospital
for Diseases of the Chest,Victoria Park. With illustrations.
London : I. K Lewis, 136 Gower street.

This publication cannot be said to contain anything that is

new, but it is readable and concise, and thougli not exhaustive,
still students and busy practitioners will find much that is useful
and nothing confusing. The great advances made from year to
year both in description and technique necessitate the appear-
ance of such books as this one. The edition is nicely bound and
well printed, and may be kept on the table with the microscope
with a goodl deal of profit.
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50tittpj leoratdings
MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY OF MONTREAL.

Annual Meeting, October 14th, 1892.

F. BULLER, M.D., PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

The annual meeting for the session 1892-93 was held in the
rooms of the Society, 14 Phillips Square, on the above date.
There were present Drs. F. W. Campbell, A. Lapthorn Smith,
Lachapelle, J. C. Cameron, Alloway, James Bell, J. A. Mac-
Donald, A. D. Blackader, Shepherd, Guerin, Gurd, G. T. Ross,
Wesley Mills, Reed, J. J. Gardner, James Stewart, Lafleur,
E. IL Blackader, Kirkpatrick, Springle, Williams, G. G. Camp-
bell, E. A. McGannon, McCarthy, Foley, Shanks, Thompson,
Vipond, Bruère, McBain, J. Eisdaie Molson, Evans, Hamilton,
and Kenneth Cameron.

After the minutes of the preceding regular meeting had been
read and conflrmed, Dr. C. W. Wilson, Dr. A. G. Morphy,
Dr. D. J. Evans, and Dr. R. K. Pattee of Vankleek Ulill, were
elected ordinary members of the Society.

A Case of Pyelo-nephrosis simulating Psoas Abscess.-DR.
E. A. McGANNON, Brockville, read the following report and
exhibited the specimens:

W. B., aged 34, bookkeeper. About five years ago, in the
course of an examination for life insurance, a small amount of
albumen vas discovered in his urine. The microscope showed
pus cells, but no casts. A second examination at an interval of
a week gave the same results. The pus was thought to arise
from the bladder, and under a bland diet and the use of Lithiated
Hydrangea for several weeks the albumen entirely disappeared
from the urine. At this time he had no symptoms, and expressed
himself as feeling perfectly well. He continued to obtain good
health until two and a half years ago, when I wàs called to see
him, and found him suffering with pain in .his right side, which
extended down into the groin and right testicle. The pain was
constant and kept increasing in severity ; soon the right thigi
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became drawn up; later, signs of an abscess were found in the
riglit groin, it pointing first above, and later, below Poupart's
ligament. Not being able to satisfy myself that I had a psons
abscess to deal with, and wishing to give the patient and his
friends the benefit of other advice, Dr. Bell of Montreal vas
called in consultation. He gave it as his opinion that we had a
psoas abscess to deal with. -It was accordingly incised, pus
evacuated, and a long drainage inserted. Pus continued to
drain through this tube, the patient gradually getting stronger
until he vas able to resume work; and at the end of a year or
more was in good health, except for the annoyance of the tube,
which he continued to wear. Last spring he began to have
swollen legs and feet. On examining the urine, it showed about
50 per cent. albumen and (microscopically) pus cells and casts.
He then suffered severely with irritative dyspepsia. Since that
time he lias lad several attaeks of acute nephritis, followed by
general dropsy. During the last attack, acute pleuritic and

pericardial effusion supervening, death took place in less than
twenty-four hours. A partial autopsy only vas allowed. The
abdomen was operied, and on following up the sinus from its
opening in the right groin, it was found to 'pass beneath the
sheath of the psoas muscle, terminating on the posterior surface
of the right kidney. The walls of the tract were firm and
smooth, and at no place did it communicate with carions bone.
On removing the right kidney it was found to be small and sur-
rounded by a mass of firm adhesions, which could be broken
down only with great difficulty. The left kidney was large and
easily enucleated. Bladder normal; vertebrie and interverte-
bral dises normal. The right kidney was small and firm ; the
capsule was much thickened and firmly adherent. On the pos-
terior surface was a small sinus leading down to the pelvis of the
kidney. On section, the kidney substance was found to be
destroyed, its place being taken by firm fibrous tissue. The
pelvis was found filled with pus, and in its sacculations small
calcareous particles were found. The right ureter was much
thickened. The left kidney was much enlarged and congested,
the capsule easily removed. On section, the cortex was seen to
be thickened and its blood-vessels engorged.
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Dit. BE LL said that wheri lie saw the patient with Dr. MoGan-
non there was an abscess pointing in the iliac fossa which pro-
sented all the appearances of a psoas abscess. He was surprised
to hear of the result of the autopsy.

Da. SIIEPiIEaD mentioned a case of empyema whi.ch, at the
itvpsy, was foind to be due to a nephritic abscess bursting

into the pleural cavity. The case will be reported in full at a
later date.

Scirrhus of the Breast.-DR. LAFLEUR exhibited a breast
removed by Dr. Bell, from which the nipple liad entirely disap-
peared, its place being taken by a large ulcer, one inch in
diameter, with pigmented raised edges and a yellow firm base
tliree-quarters of an inch below the surface. On snction it was
seen that very little of the gland tissue was left, its place being
taken by a new growth of a light pinkish colour, which was
casily scraped with a knife, but at the edges it was almost carti-
laginous ; there were some glands in the axilla enlarged. lis-
tologically it is an ordinary scirrhus, plentiful stroma, with cells
of an epithelial type in the alveoli. The peculiarity of the case
is the predominance of the ulceration over the new growth,
which condition is rather uncommon.

DR. BELL said that the patient from whom the breast had
been removed was 64 years of age. She was not very intelli-
gent, so a satisfactory history could not be obtained. Three
years ago a small sore appeared at the edge of the nipple ; two
months ago it became as large as the end of the finger, when it
turned black and sore, apparently a gangrenous process ; no
caustics lad been used.

Two Cases of Septic Peritoniti.-DR. LAFLEUR exhibited
the intestine from a man who had died tif a septic peritonitis,
set up by the perforation of a typhoid ulcer. Clinically the
case was one of the ambulatory type, the man had been ailing
for about a month. The ulceration was of about three weeks
standing, and was not very extensive, the ulcers being few in
number, small and scattered, none being confluent, most of
them had cleared off, but some still had the slough adherent.
About two feet from the ileo-cScal valve there were some recent
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patches, with swelling of the whole or portion of the Peye-s
patches. The perforation was situated two and a ialf inches
above the valve, ulceration had taken place down to the serous
coat, and the perforation was a tear one millimetre broad and
three long, extending in the longitudinal axis of the bowel, whicli
is rather uncommon.. There are three varieties of perforation-
the pin-hole perforations, the linear slit in the floor of the ulcer,
often due to the tearing of the edematous coat of the bowel
during active peristalsis. le (Dr. Lafleur) had never secn a
case in which the whole floor of the ulcer gives way as described
by some authors.

The second specimen was from a case of septic peritonitis
due to a sloughing appendix. The abdomen was distended
and exhibited a fibro-purulent peritonitis, the whole visible
cavity was filled up with coils of small intestines much dis-
tended. There had been no escape of intestinal contents,
so it was a case of purely septic peritonitis. The character
of the peritonitis varies with whether there are foeces in the
peritoneal cavity or not. When a perforation of a typhoid ulcer
occurs, it not infrequently happens that the patient dies fron
collapse before any very marked inflammatory action takes place
in the peritoneum. The most typical fibrino-purulent peritonitis
occurs in disease of the appendix in which there is no escape of
fiSces into the peritoneal cavity.

DR. BELL said that the patient had first complained on Satur-
day last of heart-burn, but no fever occurred until Monday,
when he was brought to the hospital and the operation was per-
formed at ten at night. The appendix was three inches long,
and about its middle there was situated a sloughing area througli
which was oozing a stinking serous fluid ; at the site of the
ulceration was found a concretion about the size of a white beau.
Patient lived thirty-six hours after the operation ; there seemed
to be paralytic intestinal obstruction, as no flatus was passed.

Di. SUEPIIERD thought that this was one of those fulminating
cases which seem to be fatal from the onset, and in which opera-
tion gives no relief. He recalled a similar case which ho had
reported last year. .Both were rapid, were unrelieved by opera-
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tion, and had dark vomit. He thought that sucb cases should
iot be classified with those of simple abscess.

Laparotomnyj for Intestinal Perforation in Typhoid Fever;
Deatht.-DR. JAS. BELL reported this case, as follows -

Lilly S., aged 18, was admitted to the Montreal General

Hospital, under the care of Dr. Stewart, on the 2nd of October.

Diagnosis: typhoid fever, tenth day. Temperature range,
100Q to 104°F. No special symptoms, but decided tenderness

in the right iliac fossa. On the night of the 4th (about midnight)

she complained of great pain in the abdomen and had four diar-

rhoa stools. This pain continued increasing in severity during
the day of the 5th, and at 8 P.M. vomiting set in. From that

time she retained nothing in the stomach. The temperature,
which had varied from 1010 to 1030 during the day, fell at the

same time (8 P.m.) to 98e. She liad a very bad night, and
ivhen I saw her next day (6th), at 3 i.m., at Dr. Stewart's re-

quest, she was evidently in great distress. The abdomen was

considerably distended, excessively tender all over, and tense

and hard to the touch. There could then be no doubt of the

existence of a gencral peritonitis. I immediately decided upon

operation, but did not feel justified in proceeding without the

consent of her friends. Having obtained this consent, I pro-

ceeded to operate at 10 P.M., twenty-six hours after vomiting had

set in with fall of temperature, and about forty-six hours after

the first sudden onset of pain and diarrhoea. Assisted by Drs.

Roddick and Shepherd, I opened the abdomen in the right iliac

region along the outer border of the rectus muscle. There was

a copions flow of putrid, sero-purulent fluid containirig white

flocculi, in all, I should judge, between one and two pints. This

was washed out thoroughly with warm boiled water, when the

appendix vermiformis was brought out and examined. It seemed

healthy and was returned, and the ileum carefully withdrawn,
beginning at the cocum. The intestines, as far as they were

examined, were all congested, livid, and adherent with recent
lymph. About ten inches from the cocum, in a thick, firmly

adherent layer of lymph, a round opening, about two mm. in

diameter, was found on the free border of the bowel, from which
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liquid foeces exuded. This portion of the bowel was brought out-
side the abdomen, the lymph stripped off, carefully washed, and
sponged over with sublimate-solution (1-2000). It was then
closed by a continuons Lembert suture of fine silk (double row),
running transversely across two-thirds of the circumference of
the bowel. The bowel was then returned, and .the abdominal
cavity in the neighbourhood, especially the pelvis, was again
flushed with several quarts of warm .boiled water, a large rubber
drainage-tube inserted well down into Douglas's fossa, and the
abdomen closed. The patient stood the operation well and rallied
promptly. She passed vind by the rectum several times during
the night, and there was no more vomiting. Next day she was
very restless and delirious, and died at 6.40 p.m., twenty hours
after operation. Dr. Hamilton, who made the autopsy, reports
having found the perforation completely closed and with no evi-
dence of subsequent leakage, and a very éxtensive general peri.
tonitis, with much lymph and sero-purulent fßuid.

Dr. Bell stated that the statisties of this operation as given
by Van Hook in an article published in the Phlladelphia Med.
News, Nov. 21st, 1891, shows that up to that time nineteen
cases had been operated upon with four recoveries. Of these,
however, the diagnosis is said to have been doubtful in the first
three cases of recovery-those of Mikulicz, 1884; Escher, 1886;
and Taylor, 1891 ; leaving only one undoubted case (that of
Van Hook) of recovery after operation for typhoid perforation.
Of course the operation, to be successful, must. be done early,
hence the necessity for close obeservation and early diagnosis,
as operation offers practically the only hope of saving life in
these cases. Median incision is. generally recommended and
suture in the long axis of the bowel.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were now read, and
the Président called upon the officers for their reports.

The TREASURER (Dr. J. A. MacDonald) reported that the
receipts were $1,019.18 ; the expenditure $855,40, leaving a
balance of $163.78 in the funds of the Society.

The SECRETARY (Dr. Kenneth Cameroni) stated that at the
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beginning of the session there were 98 ordinary members and
6 temporary members ; 10 new members were elected, and one
member died during the year,-thus making a total membership
of 113. Eighteen regular and two extraordinary meetings had
been held, the average attendance being 30, a greater number
than in any previous year-the maximum attendance at any
meeting being 40, and the minimum 20. Four important depu-
tations were appointed during the year: the first met the City
Council for the purpose of recommending the appointment of a
sanitary engineer for the city ; the second met the members of
the Local Government at Quebec to urge the appofntment of a
coroner's physician for the city and district of Montreal; the
third met the members of the Federal Government to impress
upon them the necessity of a thoroughly equipped quarantine
service as a means of preventing the introduction of Asiatic
cholera into the country, and the fourth met the members of the
Board of Health of the city to point out many defects in the
sanitary condition of the city and co recommend steps to be taken
to overcome them.

The LIBRARIAN (Dr. Reed) submitted the following report:
I have the pleasure to report that a marked increase in the use
of the reading-room and library has been noted during the year
1891-92. It is much to be desired that superior accommodation
for readers should be provided in the new rooms which the
Society will be obliged to obtain. It is also evident that more
journals and works of reference would greatly add to the attrac-
tiveness of the department. The journals have been maintained
as before, and the valuable series of London, Philadelphia, New
York and Montreal publications have been kept up by binding.
The promise of additional reading matter has been made by an
esteemed ex-president of the Society.

The address of the retiring president was announced for the
next meeting.

The reports were adopted, and votes of thanks to the retiring
officers were carried.

The PRESIDENT then called for nominations for office-bearers
for the ensuing year, and the following were elected

President-Dr. James Stewart.
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1st Vice-President-Dr. E. P. Lachapelle.
2nd Vice-President-Dr. James Bell.
Secretary-Dr. Kenneth Cameron (re-elected).
Treasurer-Dr. J. A. MacDonald (re-elected).
Librarian-Dr. T. D. Reed (re-elected).
Council-Drs. F. Buller, F. W. Campbell, and T. G. Roddick.

SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
ORTIIOPÆRDIC ASSOCIATION.

SYNOPSIS OF PROCEEDINGS.

The Association met at the New York Academy of Medicine,
Sept. 20, 21 and 22, 1892. Dr. Benjamin Lee of Philadelphia,
President, in the chair.

After the address of the president, a lengthy programme of
nearly forty papers was taken up. Necessarily many papers
were read simply by title and will appear in the Transactions.

The hip-joint received a large share of attention, there being
presented a paper by Dr. A. M. Phelps of New York : experi-
nents Demonstrating the Etiology of the various Deformities
in Iip-joint Disease. A large number of dissections had been
made and were shown. It was claimed-(1) That in early hip
disease flexion and abduction occur because the fibres of the
joint capsule run in a direction downward and inward, so that in
the position assumed the fibres are relaxed and the inflamed
joint is thus put at ease. (2) That when flexion to the extent
of 20 degrees has occurred, the external rotators represented
by the gemelli and obturator group and the glutens maximus
do not continue to act as external rotators but as abductors, and
that the anterior portions of the glutei and the tensor vagin
femoris now act as flexors and internal rotators. (3) There
being now but littie opposition to the adductors and internal
rotators, the limb assumes the position of adduction and flexion
in which it is found in the advanced stage of hip disease.

There was but little exception taken to the propositions laid
down by Dr. Phelps, and it was uniformly conceded that the
paper was a most valuable contribution to the anatomy and
surgery of the hip-joint.
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Other contributions on this subject were:
Adduction following Fracture of the Yecc of the Thigh Bone,

by Dr. Hodgen, St. Louis ; and
Report of a Case of Spontaneous Dislocation of the Ifip-joint,

by Dr. B. E. McKenzie, Toronto. A woman, 21 years of age,
in rather poor general health after the birth of her first child,
suffered from subacute rheumatism, and was confined to bed two
months. During that time she sat up much, keeping the right
knee drawn up nearly to the chin and the hands clasped over it.
Three months after her first confinement to bed, examination
revealed a dislocation of the head of the femur upon the dorsum
ilii. The dislocation was easily reduced under chloroform and
kept in position by the wearing of a Thomas' hip splint. A year
and a half afterwards there is found to be anchylosis, no short-
ening or other deformity, and no atrophy.

A paper presented by Dr. Royal Whitman of New York
proved to be one of great interest : Observations on the ultimate
Deformity qf Potts' Disease. Dr. Whitman showed a case iii
which he is employing the Taylor spinal brace with modifications.
Proceeding upon the proposition that in the normal erect attitude
a perpendicular line passing through the tarsus should pass
through the acetabulum and the mastoid process, lie aims at
keeping the spine from curving forward (when disease is in the
middle spinal region) in the dorso-lumbar and high dorsal and
cervical regions by the employment of pads in front of the points
of the shoulders, sufficiently wide to prevent the arms from
being raised up in front, by two pads which keep the shoulder
blades closely in contact with the posterior part of the thorax,
and by a chin-piece, not intended to carry the weight of the
head, but to throw the head sufficiently backward to bring the
mastoid processes into the perpendicular line passing through
the acetabula. Several of the members had seen this case on
different occasions during the last year, and claimed that Dr.
Whitman was succeeding in a very unusual degree in preventing
deformity.

Dr. Nicholas Grattan of Cork, Ireland, was present, and read
a paper on Osteoclasia, demonstratirig the use of his osteoclast
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by operating upon three cases of knock-knee and two of bow-
legs. To those who admit tlat there is a place for osteoclasia,
Dr. Grattan's instrument must commend itself as the most simple,
safe and certain of those given to the profession. The general
feeling, however, was that the cases must be few vhere osteo-
clasis should be preferred to osteotomy.

Two unusual cases of knee dislocation were reported : Lateral
.Dislocation of the Knee-joint due to Local Disease or Paralysis,
by Dr. T. Hialsted Meyers, New York, and A Case of Complete
Lateral Dislocation at the .KInee due to Traumnatism, by Dr.
McKenzie, Toronto.

Dr. A. J. Steele of St. Louis presented a paper which covered
much ground and called out a lengthy discussion, viz., Plaster
of Paris in Orthopaedies. For spinal cases Dr. Steele preferred
leatier, wet and applied so as to fit accurately and then heated
to a temperature of 210°F. Dr. Phelps claimed that there was
no fixation equal to that obtained by the proper use of plaster-
of-Paris. Tlere are nany who use it, but do not get the good
results that night be obtained because they do not know how to
employ it. As a retentive dressing in the treatment of club-foot,
Drs. Steele, Phelps, McKenzie, Gillette and others considered
it superior to all other means. Drs. Ketch, Judson, Taylor and
Schaffer prefer to use various forms of steel club.foot shoes, on

the ground that they are more readily removed so as to employ
massage to the foot.

Dr. Bradford of Boston presented a most exhaustive and lucid
statement of the question of the Treatment of Resistant Cl>-
foot. At al] ages there are cases where, under an anaisthetic,
the foot may be replaced in the corrected position by force alozie,
without any cutting, employed sialply by the hand or varions
forms of leverage. The next class of cases is found w'here there
are resisting tendons or bands of fascia which may be cut sub-
cutaneously before torsion is applied. Next there comes a class
of cases where it is necessary to make an open incision in order
to divide the resisting structures more completely, and because
the skin is too short to permit correction to be made. Then in
some cases correction cannot be fully made, even when ail the
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resisting soft structures have been cut. Under these circum-
stances Dr. Bradford prefers to remove a cuneiform section from
tie outer border of the os calcis. Various bone operations,
however, have been recommended. Dr. Morton had presented
some good cases operated on by removalof the astragalus, and
Dr. Bradford had followed his lead, but lad concluded that its
removal was not justifiable except as a last resort. The cuneiform
section taken from the outside of the foot should never be done
as a primary operation, and least of all the removal of the
astragalus.

Dr. Phelps followed, reviewing the ground most thoroughly,
and claiming that there was nothing in Dr. Bradford's paper
which hd not been taught and published by hii (Dr. Phelps)
several years ago.

Dr. Grattan and Dr. McKenzie pointed out that there were
cases that could not be restored by any of the foregoing methods,
cases wher2 in spite of the fact that the foot per se was fully
restored to its normal shape, yet the patient toed inward, there
being evidently a twist in the limb in some part. Dr. L. A.
Sayre, Dr. Hetch and Dr. Vance recommended carrying a brace
upward to the thigh ana even to the body in order to turn the
foot outward. Dr. McKenzie, in rely, claimed that such treat-
mcnt must be ineffectual, inasmuch as apparatus applied about
the thigh would turn inward as the foot turned, and if applied
about the pelvis would turn the foot outward, by causing external
rotation at the hip and would not make correction where the
deformity existed. Dr. Grattan recommended osteoclasis of the
tibia and fibula and then placing the foot in the position desired.
Dr. Phelps recommended an apparatus devised by Beely of
Berlin for children, by which the leg was kept flexed upon the
thigh, so that the tendency of the foot to turn inward could not
rotate the thigli portion of the appliance, and in older persons
osteotomy of any part in which the twist was found most marked.
Dr. McKenzie took exception tc Dr. Phelps' method of operation
in which he makes his first step the cutting of the Achilles ten-
don, on the ground that it is now much more difficult to correct
the varus-always the difficult thing to accomplish successfully.
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lie was sustained in this criticism by Dr. Steele of St. Louis
and Dr. Goldthwaite of Boston. Dr. Phelps assigned as his
reason for so proceeding because in one case in every ten there
was a very strong, deep ligament connecting the posterior part
of the tibia to the os calcis, and as this could not be cut without
great danger of wounding the posterior tibial artery, it had to be
ruptured, and must be done while the plantar surface of the
foot remains intact.

Dr. Moore of Minneapolis presented a Report of Six Case.
of Excision at the Knee joint, recommending a careful selection
of suitable cases and the high incision, four inches above the
patella. Dr. Griffiths of Kansas criticised some of the cases as
being too radical, an arthrectomy being the operation that was
indicated. Dr. Phelps said that arthrectomy had been intro-
duced with a hope of curing the disease and at the same time
getting a more able joint. The best surgeons were now agreed
that it was better never to try to get movement after operation
at the knee, and when operation in the adult was indicated, ex-
cision should be performed after Fenwick's method, rounding the
femoral segment and hollowing out the tibial so as to get accu-
rate coaptation, avoiding the insertion of nails, if possible, as a
means of securing fixation. Under ten years excision should
not be performed. If operation is demanded, better amputate.

B. E. McKENZIE, B.A., M.D.
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The Danger of Milk from Tuberculous
Cows. (By E. F. Bausu, M.D., Mount Vernon, N.Y.)-
The domesticated bovine animal appears to be, above all other
animals, subject to tuberculosis. This animal is capable of bear-
ing the tuberculous processes in its natural state that is, with-
out breaking down and producing sepsis, which is the cause of
death in the discase known variously as phthisis, consumption,
and so forth. In other words, a dairy cow will have fulfilled her
functions with profit to her owner, and only when she reaches
the butcher is it discovered that tuberculous growths are present
in various parts of her body. No other animal that I know can
be tuberculous for so long a period without exhibiting evidences
of the disease, and hence the diagnosis of this disease in the
domestie cow is often a very difficult matter. The reason why.
the domestic cow bears the tuberculous processes without break-
ing down, is by reason of her natural bodily temperature, her
normal average temperature being 102l>. This I have ascer-
tained from personal observation on hundreds of apparently
healthy animals, extending over several years. This is about
the temperature that arises in the human subject during the
stage of active tuberculization, and this high temperature in the
human subject is a prominent etiological factor in the constitu-
tional disturbance eventuating in the br eaking down of the
tubercle that leads to the sepsis producing death. Now this
normal temperature of the cow admits of the growth of the
tubercle without constitutional disturbance, and consequently
the animal's resistance is retained and tuberculous processes
attain enormous proportions without affecting the general health
or usefulness of the animal. Therefore in order that a cow may
develop the tuberculosis that kills, some other morbid agency
(traumatism, puerperal septicæimia, etc.) must supervene to set
up the breaking down process in the tubercle. When acute
miliary tuberculosis takes place in the cow, old tuberculous pro-
cesses are always found, and the temperature then is increased
only a degree and a half. Acate miliary tuberculosis in the
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cow is a comparatively rare disease, and- hence many dairymen,
cattle dealers and breeders imagine that tuberculosis is rare or
more rare than is reported to exist in dairy cattle for this reason
alone, or because so few cases die in comparison with the number
of animals afflicted. Therefore these men do not see the latent
evidences of disease, their standard of perfect healti in dairy
animals being the ability of the animal to perform its functions
with profit to its owner ; and having no comparative standard of
health, they regard the animal as sick only when. it refuses to
yield milk or fatten for the butcher.

Now, what is the danger of milk from tuberculous cows when
used as human food ? Of course an animal afflicted with acute
miliary tuberculosts that kills-and this is the only form of tuber-
culosis that kills an animal-in this form the milk secretions are
suppressed very soon after the onset of the general infection,
and as the disease is comparatively rare, milk from these animals
is not so common as the literature on the subject would lead one
to suppose, while the chronic, latent form of the disease is always
more or less present in the ordinary dairies that supply milk for
food, and it is very safe to assume that everyone that drinks
milk as it is furnished to cities, takes milk from animals afflicted
with tuberculosis -the chronic form always, the acute form occa-
sionally. So the question as it seems to me should be, " When
is the human subject fit to take the milk from tuberculous cows
with impunity ?" for there can be little doubt but that in a robust
state of health the human being can ingest with impunity the
food from tuberculous animais, and probably in many conditions
of impaired health such food can be taken without apparent
danger. Of course tuberculosis cannot be studied in the same
light as other infectious diseases, because the introduction of the
poison into the system to-day may require a year or ten years
before it is developed into a disease. It is therefore almost
utterly impossible for anyone to say in a given case where the
infection came from. In the study of this disease, taking isolated
or individual cases, where apparent cause and effect stand in
close relationship, it is simply a coincidence and is highly mis-
leading. I have watched the medical literature on the subject
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very carefully for a number of years, and there are a few cases
cited where the evidence pointed strongly to the domestic cow
as the direct source of infection ; in other cases where I have
myself known children brought up on the milk of tuberculous
cows, there has no evil as yet resulted, and I have never been
able to associate any case of tuberculosis in the human subject,
infant or adult, directly with a tuberculous cow. I know a girl
to-day, 13 years old, whose food for two years after weaning was
mainly the milk of a tuberculous cow. The cow, of course, was
then affected with chronic tuberculosis, and ultimately succumbed
to general infection. The milk was given to this child directly
from the cow, and warm, and the child has always been remark-
ably healthy. About two years ago a friend of mine wanted me
to see his cow and say what was the matter with her. I found
her suffering from acute pulmonary tuberculosis of the miliary
type ; she was killed, and we found old tuberculous processes
in the mesentery glands. These were not broken down, but a
large mass in the mediastinum was broken down and seemed to
be the source from whence the general infection spread. The
laryngeal glands were also chronically enlarged. This was a
family cow, and furnished three children of the household, aged
from 2 to 7, with their daily supply of milk. The children, all
of remarkably robust health, are perfectly well to-day. But this
kind of negative testimony proves no more than the positive
testimony that has been thus far accumulated. The disease must
be studied, not by isolated cases, but on a broad field. There
are some 'ludicrous instances in the history of the disease illus-
trating the fallacy of drawing deductions from circumscribed
observations. "In 1677 twelve students who had taken their
repast in the Convictorium of Leipzig died. At. the inquest it
was proved that the hotel-keeper had given them, in addition to
other food of a bad description, the flesh of emaciated and in-
fected cows, whose viscera were covered with a great number
of vesicles, of tubercular nodules, and of purulent tumours.
Externally, this flesh did not offer any abnormal appearance."
In the light of our knowledge of the present, it is safe to assume
that whatever else these students died from, it was not simply
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the tuberculous meat that killed them. Nevertheless this un-
fortunate accident stirred up and exaggerated public feeling on
the continent of Europe, and most countries passed stringent
laws. Three years after the Leipzig accident the German States
enacted very severe means to prevent the sale of meat from
tuberculous cattle. Butchers were afraid to have anything to
do with animals showing the least trace of the disease, the car-
cases and even the instruments used in slaughtering such cattle
were turned over to the public executioner. These measures
involved a heavy loss to the cattlemen ; it was found that the
executioners did not destroy the diseased carcases but consumed
them in their own families or sold them to others, and that no
injury resulted from the·use of the flesh. Then the pendulum
began to swing in the opposite direction,. and the medical men
began to teach that tuberculosis was not a contagious disease,
and that the flesh could be eaten with impunity. In fact the
meat of tuberculous cows was publicly advertised as of good
quality. Zwierlein, a doctor of medicine and philosophy at
Brokenau, took twenty pounds of flesh from a tuberculous ox
and ate it in -order to show that such meat was not injurious.
This doctor also prepared a broth made from the nodules of the
ox, and drank it in the market-place before a large number of
people. Then about this time the various governments began
to rescind the various stringent. regulations, and the prejudice
against the use of such food ceased to exist. Now in our day,
with the increased knowledge we possess as to the etiology of
the disease, stimulating increased discussion and enlarging the
literature on the subject, the public are in danger of adopting
the same unreasoning prejudice. I say " unreasoning prejudice,"
not because I underestimate the danger of the presence of tuber-
culous animals as food producers, but because the methods here-
tofore adopted are inadequate and one-sided. J believe firmiy
that all the tuberculosis that affects the human race is derived
from the domesticated bovine, because the only people on the
face of the earth who enjoy immunity from tuberculosis are
those who do not harbour domesticated tuberculous animals. If
this broad statement is true, what does it signify ? Can we
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control the disease by condemning animais only when they come
to the butcher, and allowing the milk to be used till he makes
the diagnosis for us? If consumption is a contagious disease,
and the human race stands in danger of the contagion coming
from this most useful food animal, would it not be wise to regu-
late the breeding of such animais ? There are bovines that are
reported to enjoy'a total immunity from tuberculosis, and so it
is possible for us to produce a breed that will not menace the
human race. But until the vast number of earnest workers
who are moulding medical and scientific opinion unite their forces
in this direction, and until we get an animal not tuberculous, we
must use our best effort to avert the dangers that now threaten
us. I do not believe anybody can tell at what stage of tuber-
culosis in the cow the milk is safe or becoming dangerous. We
have statistical facts enough pointing to the morbid conditions
in the human subject creating a receptivity to the contagion.
We know that nearly 50 per cent. of diabetie subjects are carried
off by pulmonary phthisis ; surely we should guard a patient with
this disease from the possibility of contagion ; also in all other
conditions of emaciation and lowered resistance in the adult.
With children I have no.doubt that the danger is far greater, as
their food is solely or chiefly milk. I believe sincerely that a
child in perfect health can take the milk from a tuberculous cow
with impunity, but a child that is born with a feeble constitution
or of tuberculous parent or parents, or suffering from cachexia
or any of the wasting diseases, should not be allowed to have
milk from a tuberculous cow, no matter what stage of the disease
may exist in the cow. As to sterilizing or boiling the milk for
these children, the process may or may not eliminate the disease
germs-and we have pretty good evidence that boiling does not
-but we are certain that either process lowers the nutritive
value of a food already below par (if from a tuberculous cow)
by reason of the diseased condition of the animal itself. So in
the same cases where the milk of tuberculous animais is to be
prohibited, the absolute necessity of the highest type of food
also necessitates the exclusion of boiled or sterilized milk of any
kind. As all cows are not tuberculous, it is perfectly feasible
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to select animals to supply infant food. As, however, the chrónic
forms of tuberculosis in the dairy cow are not easily recognized,
the medical man knows little or nothing about the cow, and as
the American veterinary schools have paid less attention than
the subject deserves, there are few people who are able to detect
the earliest symptoms. The necessity for more definite know-
ledge of the cow herself by all practitioners is evident, so that
when it becomes necessary to prohibit the use of food that is apt
to kill, there should be more people able to detect the morbific
conditions at work in the food-producing animal. We can safely
assert that in our time tuberculosis will not be entirely climinated
from the dairy cow. We are approaching the period when it
will be ; therefore, meanwhile let us guard the susceptible and
aid in the advance towards the annihilation of one source of
danger to the human race.-Pract. Monthly.

The Etiology of Leprosy.-George L. Fitch
(iledical Record, Sept. 10, 1892) endeavours to answer the
question, " What is leprosy, and what causes it ?" The answer,
ho believes, is: A fourth stage of syphilis, which stage occurs
epidemically in races virgin to syphilis, or sporadically in persons
whose systems have reverted to a conditiion virgin to the disease,
and occurring also in those presenting a distinct neurotic taint,
and whose habits have been such--in regard to food supply and
manner of living-as would without the before stated conditions
produce ordinary scrofula. The paper is too long to give, but
lie sums up bis argument as follows

lst. We have the clearest and most unmistakable proof that
leprosy is a non-communicable disease, as leprosy, under any
circumstance. Cohabitation for many. years, inoculation, and
drinking the saliva of lepers, have failed in any and every in-
stance to communicate it, and segregation plays no part in pre-
venting the spread of, and non-segregation in spreading, the
disease.

2nd. Leprosy invariably follows the introduction of syphilis
among virgin races so quickly as to point most strongly to a
common origin. We find this exemplified in the case mentioned
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by Mr. Sturges, where, in the short space of fifteen years, a
large number of the inhabitants of an isolated community became
lepers, and where there is no evidence that they ever were in
communication with a leper-for it is not a supposable case that
crews of merchantmen would have cases of leprosy among them,
it being a disease which, in a short time, would surely incapaci.
tate a man for the active duties of a sailor's life, even if the
discase were communicable, which I cannot believe it to be.

3rd. It is a well-known fact that syphilis, in an immense ma-
jority of cases, cannot be acquired under any circumstances a
second time. While the twenty cases in which I inoculated
syphilis on lepers are not absolutely conclusive, still it is a point
worth consideration. The Hawaiian race are so much under
the influence of-syphilis that no absolutely reliable data can be
drawn from experiments in this line with ther. It is to be hoped
that this experiment should be tried by competent observers
under more favourable circumstances. We all know that syphilis
is eminently cortagious in its primary condition-absolutely non-
contagious in its late manifestations. This being the case, would
it not follow as a law that the nearer the initial lesion-the
chancre-the more active the virus ?

4th. By accepting the view I have put forth, we have an easy,
natural solution of leprosy-a non-communicable disease after
it declares itself as leprosy-spreading as it does spread,
and still being in itself non-contagious and non-communicable.
In this way, also, we are able to account for those isolated cases
of leprosy which now and again appear in communities otherwise
free from the disease, and in which the subjects affected with it
can never by any possibility have come in contact with ii.

In elosing this paper, I wish to put one more observation on
record, to be worked out, perhaps, in the future. Without going
into particulars and statistics to prove the assertion, it would
appear to be the case in Hawaii that members of the German
race are far more subject to leprosy than those of the British or
American. As far as I could compute, their tendency to acquire
the disease is four times as great;. This estimate, and it is only
an estimate, being reckoned on the number of cases in proportion
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to the total number of each of the above races who are inhabi-
tants of the kingdom. Can it be because the British and Ameri-
can are of mixed race and parentage and the German of unmixed
only ? If we look over the world we shall find leprosy most
prevalent, and continuing its ravages longest, in countries whose
inhabitants are of unmixed parentage-China, Japan, India,
Norway and Hawaii are instances.

Calomel for Hoemorrhoids.-Dr. J. B. James
(British Medical Journal) states that he lias been treating
homorrhoids for years by simply applying calomel locally, and
without exception his treatment has been successful, especially
when inflammation was obvious in the hemorrhoidal mass, char-
acterized by mucous discharge and hemorrhage. Under this
simple treatment the symptoms are speedily relieved, with the
still more important subsequent advantage of the patient's res-
toration to health;

An Unusual Case of Lead-Poisoning
from a Bullet.--Küster (Arcliv f. Klin. Chir., Bd. 43,
Heft 3 and 4) reports the case of a man, aged 30, who received
a gunshot wound in the knee during the battle of Mars-la-Tour,
the bullet striking him on the outer side of the head of the
tibia just below the joint. There was no wound of exit. The
vound healed and the patient remained well for over seventeen

years, there being very little limitation of movement of the knee
ln 1888 he first developed symptoms of chronic lead-poisoning-
anæmia, colic, loss of appetite, constipation, lead line on gums,
and slight tremors of hand ; lead was fouind in the urine, but no
albumen. No change in the pulse, no paralysis, no rigidity of
the abdomen. In January 1889, Küster opened up the old
wound and found numerous small particles of lead imbedded in
the bone and periosteum. The colic lasted fur a time after the
operation and then completeiy disappeared. The remarkable
feature of this case, that the symptoms of lead-poisoning appeared
for the first time after 17- years, Küster explains in this wise :
the bail was splintered by the force of the shot and the pieces
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were at once encapsuled in new connective tissue. From this
was developed a scar tissue, poorly supplied with blood-vessels,
and this kept the lead away from the blood and lymph stream.
The bone tissue was gradually vascularised until the lead came
in contact with the blood.

Sterilization of Rubber Catheters and
Bougies.-M. Lanelongue, in Jour. de Med. de Bordeaux,
recommends keeping these instruments in long glass jars, at the
bottom of which are placed several pieces of flannel saturated
with mercury. These jars are closed with glass stoppers, and in
the mercurial vapour given off from the flannels the sounds re-
tain their calibre and even surface for months. When required
for use the instrument is anointed with olive oil kept in a small
jar, at the bottom of which is a small quantity of metallie mer-
cury. This is the ideal lubricating material, for if the jars are
kept tightly corked the oil remains perfectly sterile..

Epithelioma of the Lip in a Boy.-At a
meeting of the Société des Science Médicales de Lyon, June
1892, M. Janin presented a youth aged 14 years on whom he
had operated for a cancer of the upper lip. No effect was pro-
duced by a course of iodide. Microscopie examination showed
it to be an epithelioma.-(Lyon Médical, Sept. 4, 1892.)

In the Lyon .Médical, of October 9, 1892, another case of
opithelioma of the lip in a boy aged 14 is reported. This was
also treated with iodide of potassium without result, and was
finally excised.

Metrorrhagia caused by a Leech.-A
woman, aged 56 years, complained of a moderate amount of
hemorrhage. which would not yield to the ordinary methods.
Examination showed a leech attached to the cervix of the uterus.
Removal of the unwelcome visitor cured the hemorrhage. The
patient was in the habit of bathing in water taken from a pond
which contained a great number of SanguisugS.
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SYMPHYSIOTOMY.

This is an example of a prophet being of no value in his own
time, as, although introduced during the eighteenth century,
the operation lay dormant and almost unrecognized until within
the last decade, or, if recognized, it was only to hold it and its
originator up to scorn, but it now seems about to emerge from
its obscurity and to take its place among other obstetrical
operations.

It was first suggested in 1768 by Sigault, who was a student
of medicine in Paris at the time. At first it was applied to
unsuitable cases, and the mortality was very high. Kilian re-
cords a maternal mortality of 32 per cent., and fotal of 63 per
cent., in a collected series of 68 cases, so that it is littie wonder
that the earlier operators were afraid to incur risks for their
patients.

Charpentier, in a work published as late as 1889, says: "By
reference to the results obtained from modified Coesarian section,
in particular, it is at once apparent that sympbysiotomy has
nothing tu recommend it," Playfair also condemns it unspar-
ingly, apparently because Churchill states that a separation of
the symphysis of four inches only increases the conjugate about
half an inch. lie says that it might be allowable in lesser de-
grees of contraction, but the risk of the operation and the sub-
sequent ill effects altogether contra-indicate it. Most of the
former writers upon the subject based their views upon experi-
ments practised upon the cadaver, where the separation of the
symphysis to any appreciable êxtent was always accompanied
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by the laceration of the sacro-iliac' ligaments, but one should
not be influenced in forming an opinion upon such a subject by
these experiments,-as the natural resiliency of the ligaments in
the living is much greater than in the dead.

Although never quite abandoned in Italy, symphysiotomy has
never been performed in America, Norway, Russia, Sweden,
or Switzerland, and only once in Great Britain. The operation
in Great Britain can scarcely be called a fair trial of the method,
as the patient was a weakly dwarf, who had been in labour for
some time, and the fotus was not only dead but putrid.

The revival of the operation of symphysiotomy is due to
Morisani of Naples and his pupil Spinelli. Morisani has operated
several times, and bas such faith in the operation that he sent
Spinelli to Paris to urge its adoption by the Parisian obstetricians.
While in Paris, Spinelli operated successfully on a case before
some of the leading surgeons, and succeeded in creating in the
minds of those present such a favourable impression, that Fara-
bouf, Pinard and Tarnier determined to try the operation on
the first suitable case which presented itself.

As showing the view now held in France regarding this much
abused and neglected operation, here is what Charpentier has
recently said upon the subject: "Do not abandon to the foreigner
the benefits of an operation which was first successful in our
country. Try, once more, symphysiotomy, which, while avoid-
ing all the evil results of embryotomy and Cæsarian section,
still too frequent, will allow you to save almost certainly both the
lives entrusted to your care. Remember that in this respect
you hold in your hands a means of diminishing infantile. mor-
tality, an aim towards which all your efforts ought to tend, for
now, more than ever, France has need for all her children."
This change of sentiment of Charpentier may easily be traced
to the great improvement in the mortality, which is due to the
cases being properly -selected and to strict antisepticism being
carried out. Between the years 1886 and 1892, forty-four
operations have been performed, with the death of one mother
and five children. With such excellenit resuits, we may expect
in the future to hear more of Sigault and his operation of sym-
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physiotomy, but we must be ever on our guard to see that the
case is one suitable for the operation before attempting it, or it
will again fall into disuse.

THE SUPPRESSION OF VIVISECTION.

The great discussion which bas been going on lately in Eng.
land regarding physiological experiments on living animals, or,
as the opponents of the practice prefer to call it, vivisection, has
pretty well died out. For years the physiologists have remained
quiet under abuse and misrepresentation, and when at last stirred
up to retort, their opponents hold up their hands in holy horror
at the plain and forcible language used. The cause of the late
discussion was a book called " The Nine Circles," written by
Miss Cobbe, a member of the Society for the Total Abolition and
Suppression of Vivisection. This book purported to give an
authentic account of some twenty-six cases selected to show the
cruelty of this mode of investigation. However, there were
twenty fundamental misstatements in these twenty-six cases
(Brit Med. Jour.), and this provoked Mr. Horsley and others
to reply in pretty plain Anglo-Saxon. The leaders of the Society,
Canon Wilberforce, Bishop Barry and others, would not retract
the statements although the falsity of them was proved, and
protested against the use of such strong language against "women
and clergymen." As an example of their own moderation in
this respect, we notice, in the report of one of their meetings,
that Canon Wilberforce applies the expression " inhuman devils"
to all experimental physiologists. The same meting formed
itself into an admiration society cf Mr. Lawson Tait who came
forward, Athana8ius contra mundern, to champion their cause
against all comers and to apologise for his profession. AnotLhr
medical man, Dr. Berdoe, also joins hands with them, but seeis
to be more anxious to disclaim any responsibility regarding the
accuracy of the quotations in the Nine Circles which he reviewed
than to, carry the war into Africa. The two luminaries of our
profession unite with the members of the Society in stating that
no great discovery bas been made by means of vivisection. Mr.
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Tait says " vivisection is a mediæval method of investigation
similar .to that of pressing an accused prisoner with weights to
make him plead, and the conclusions arrived at are erroneous."
Canon Wilberforce is the authority for the statement that Har-
vey's experiments to prove the circulation of the blood were
useless, as that fact ivas shown by examining the web of a frog's
foot under a microscope. This style of argument is carried on
ad nauseam. We expect that we shall hear next of the anti-
vaccinators taking up the cry of cruelty to calves as the basis
of their opposition to vaccination, but that, indeed, would be
carrying brotherly love a little too far.

A QUESTION OF RESPONSIBILITY.

We take the following fron the British Mdical Journal of
November 5th, 1892. As we have had outbreaks of typhoid
fever in our schools, hospitals, and other institutions in this city,
we think the opinion expressed at the end of the article is worthy
of consideration by all who are responsible for the care and
maintenance of the buildings used for such purposes.

"We regret to learn that a very serious outbreak of typhoid
fever has occurred in the Drummond School for the Daugliters
of Soldiers. The institution is situated about four miles from
Dublin, and contains fifty girls. A few weeks ago one child
became il, and recovered, but soon afterwards several others
were attacked, and the number steadily increased to sixteen.
Of these, unhappily, four liad died at the date of our report.
The school was inspected by Sir Charles Cameron, who traced
the infection to a lgtrine. Al the patients have been removed
to hospital, and the school has been entirely closed, the pupils
being sent to a house taken for the purpose. Such deaths
should, in our opinion, constitute a grcund for coroner's inquest,
with a view to determine the responsitility for what are pre-
ventable deaths, often due to culpable neglect."

THE CHILDREN AT THE EXPOSITION.
At the World's Fair in Chicago even the children are to have

a place. The Board of Lady Managers have taken up the work
of building and equipping a beautiful structure which shall be
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devoted entirely to children and their interests. No funds have
been appropriated for this purpose by the -Board of Directors,
so it rests with the ladies to raise the money as weil as to put up
the building. As in many cases mothers cannot visit the Fair
without taking their children, the Children's Home has been
designed so that the little ones may profit by and enjoy their
visit. This will give the mothers the freedom of the
Exposition while the children are enjoying the best of care and
attention. Kindergarten 'teachers will. give taïks to the older
boys and girls about foreign countries, illustrating what they say
by lime-light views and by taking the classes to visit the exhibits.
Amusement and instruction is provided for the little ones, and
for the babies, a crêche. As well as all this, an exhibit will be
arranged illustrating sanitation, diet, education, and amusements
for children. Mrs. Geo. L. Dunlap is the chairman and treasurer
of the undertaking, and to ber all communications should be
addressed at 328 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago.

PRELIMINARY ADDRESS

OF THE COMMITTEE 0F THE WORLD's CoNGREss AUXILIARY ON
A MEDICO-OLIMATOLOGICAL CONGRESS.

The year 1893 will be made memorable by the Exposition
that the world will hold in Chicago. There will be gathered not
only the exponents of the industrial wealth of the world in all
the forms of material progress, but the advances made in art,
science and civilization will also be set forth.

A series of congresses representing all of the departments of
thought and scientific investigation is a true, even an indispen-
sable, part of a World's Exposition. In accordance with this
idea the World's Congress Auxiliary has. been organized in con-
nection with the World's Columbian Exposition, and bas been
recognized and approved by the Govern ment of the United States.
Among the assemblages to be convened, wbat more fitting than
that the department of medicine, the great healing art, with its
many divisions should be conspicuously presented ? What more
opportune time could have been selected by the Climatologists

Î'2
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of the whole world to meet and compare their observations and
views on the different climates Uof the earth and their effects upon
humanity, and the diseases to which flesh is heir.

With that object in view a local committee of arrangements
has been appointed by the World's Congress Auxiliary, and an
advisory council will be selected from those eminent in this de-
partment in different parts of the world to arrange a World's
Congress of Medical Climatology, to be held at Chicago during
the Exposition season of 1893.

The design is to hold this congress at a time convenient to
those who'will attend the congresses of the other divisions of the
department of medicine which are assigned to open May 29,
1893. This early date was chosen to accommodate those who
will desire to attend the Medical Congress to be held in Rome,
in November of next year.

Al information can be obtained' from the chairman of the
committee.

President-Charles C. Bonney. Vice-President-'Phomas
B. Bryan. Treasurer-Lyman J. Gage. Secretary-Benj.
Butterworth. Committee-T. C. Duncan, M.D. (chairman),
I. N. Danforth, M.D. (vice-chairman), L. B. .Hayman, M.D.
(secretary), J. D. Hlartley, M.D., A. K. Crawford, M.D., F.
D. Marshall, M.D., J. B. S. King, M.D., J. A. Robinson, M.D.,
S. A. McWilliams, M.D., and A. L. Clark, M.D.

THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.
BUREAU OF HYGIENE AND SANITATION.

The Bureau of Hygiene and Sanitation of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition has been organized to prepare a collective exhibit
illustrative of the present condition of sanitary science. The
aim of the Bureau of Hygiene and Sanitation will be to show as
adequately as possible the position ini which the theory and prac-
tice of hygiene stand at the present day, and it is hoped that the
Universities and Colleges, the Boards of Health, State and
Municipal, the Socities having hygiene and sanitation as their
key-notes, the scientists, the physicians, the manufacturers and
the public generally will cordially co-operate in the endeavour
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to make the exhibition worthy of the science and of our country.
Such varied sources will naturally produce varied results.

Varied results shown in diverse ways will serve to heighten the
general interest in the one theme. The theme has but one end
in view, the improvement of the "l common health."

Applications for Space.-It will be necessary for each ex-
hibitor to make formal application for space to the Director-
General, and it is requested that these applications be made as
early as possible, in order that the *department of liberal arts
may be able to prepare an estimate of the amount of room that
will be required. On addressing the department of liberal arts
at Chicago, a blank form of application will be sent to exhibitors
without delay. In all cases where foreign countries have ap-
pointed commissioners for thé Columbian Exposition, applications
for space for exhibits from those countries must be made through
such commissioners.

The superintendent of the Bureau of Hygiene and Sanitation
invites from experts in any of the branches of the science any
suggestions or recommendations that will aid in making the
exhibit of the division complete and serviceable.

F. W. BREWER,
Superinteadent Bureau of Hygiene and Sanitation.

RAILWAY SURGERY AT THE PAN-AMERICAN
MEDICAL CONGRESS,

A section of railway surgery of the Pan-American Medical
Congress has been organized, with Dr. C. W. P. Brock of Rich-
mond, Virginia, as executive president. A full ist of officers
has been provided for each of the constituent countries. At the
eleventh annual meeting of the Wabash Railway Surgical Asso-
ciation-the first organizatlon of the kind-Dr. C. B. Steven
of Fort Wayne was, by unanimous resolution, requested to pre-
pare a paper on Or.ganized Railway Surgery, and read the
same before the section on railway surgery of the Pan-American
Medical Congress. At the sane meeting, Dr. Hal. C. Wyman
of Detroit offered the following, which was unanimously adopted:
" Resolved, that each member of this Association solicit his
congressman to interest himself in legislation in favour of the
Pan-American Medical Congress.
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GEORGE ROSS, A.M., M.D.,

VIcF-DEAN OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY oF McGILL UNIVERSITY.

The profession, not only in this city and country, but
also on this continent, bas recently sustained a severe loss
in the lamented death of our colleague and co-editor-Dr.
George Ross. Dr. Ross was born ii this city on the 11th
of March, 1845. lie was the second son of the late Arthur
Ross, Esq., Seigneur of Beau Rivage, in the Province of
Quebec. His father was aiso a native of this city, his
grandfather, David Ross, being one of the early King's
counsel in Canada.

Our friend was educated in Montreal, being the
first Davidson gold ýmedallist in the High4 School. He
subsequently graduated in Arts, taking the Chapman gold
medal with first class honours in classics. In 1862 he
began the study of medicine in McGill University, the
Medical Faculty building being at that time in Cotte street.
Here also he sustained lis reputation as a prize-winner by
taking, at the time of his graduation in 1866, the Holmes
gold medal given for general proficiency in all the branches
of the medical curriculum. He was always known as a
steady worker both at the college and at the hospital, and
was a universal favourite with bis fellow-students. During
the summer following bis graduation he acted as surgeon
on one of the Allan line of steamers, and thus re-established
his health which had suffered in some measure from years
of close application to study. In the autumn of the same
year, on the resignation of Dr. Herbert S. Tew, he was
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appointed apothecary to the Montreal General. Hospital
jointly with the late Dr. John Bell. The late Dr. Joseph
Morley Drake was house surgeon at this time, and when
he resigned a short time afterwards, Dr. Ross was appointed
to succeed him. During his stay in the hospital 'he was
distinguished not only for bis professiona! skill and his
capacity as an administrator, but also for bis kindly and
genial disposition, which endeared him specially to his
fellow-residents.

In 1872 Dr. Ross went into general practice in this city,
and very soon afterwards was elected attending physician
to the Montreal General Hospital and received from the
Governors of McGill University the appointment of Pro-
fessor of Clinical Medicine. By bis skill, conscientious-
ness and kindness lie soon obtained the confidence of
all who came under bis <.are, thus securing in a very short
time a large clióntele. The late Dr. George W. Campbell
always had the highest opinion of Ross' abilities, and
when he retired from practice turied much in his way.
Shortly after bis appointment to the hospital he devoted
himself entirely to the charge of medical cases, giving
up all share in surgery, and soon became known as a
successful teacher in bis departrment. He had a rare
capacity for imparting knowledge, and was a keen and
careful investigator and a sharp diagnostician. In 1889,
on the death of the late Dr. R. P. Howard, Dr. Ross
succeeded to the chair of Medicine, and was also made
Vice-Dean under Dr. Robert Craik. -le still, however,
retained an interest in bis favourite clinical work by lec-
turing at the bedside during the summer session. Among
the many professional appointments held by Dr. Ross, the
following may be mentioned : President of the Medico-
Chirurgical Society of Montreal, President of the Canadian
Medical Association, Member and Vice-President of the
American Association of Physicians, Secretary to the
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Montreal General Hospital, and Representative Governor
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the Province
of Quebec. In this latter capacity he was recognised as
a power, bis voice being constantly raised in support of
every measure calculated to increase the dignity of the
profession and to raise the standard of medical education
in this Province.

Besides contributing occasional articles on professional
subjects, notably the articles on peritonitis and aortic
aneurism, in Buck's Encylopædia, he was for many years
editor-in-chief of this JOURNAL.

Dr. Ross had been in failing health for three or four
years, but could not be induced to relinquish any of his
professional or professorial duties, preferring to die in
harness.

Tie above record of Dr. Ross's.career shows how much
work, valuable to the profession and to mankind, can be
crowded into forty-seven years. Such a life is long in
deeds if not in years, and is worth an age of mere existence.
To those who knew Dr. Ross well this brief record tells a
full story, but to others it must necessarily mean less.

Those who assciated with the deceased can never forget
the quick, clear intellect, the high tone, and the gentle-
manly professional bearing which always characterized the
man. He was an unwavering friend ; a man who rigidly
eschewed all ad captandum vulgus methods ; and one
whose manner of life was a model for the young physician.
His literary polish combined with bis great skill and ex-
perience made him ain especially acceptable teacher of
students at the bedside ; while bis bearing towards all was
the best possible illustration of the happy union of the
skilled physician and teacher with the accomplished gentle-
man and the true man.

While lie instructed a class at the beds:de, he never
forgot the individuality of bis students, and rany of them
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will remember with perennial gratitude bis tactful and
tender handling of their natures.

.Uis long career as a physician in Montreal was passed
without the slightest tarnishing of his brilliant and honour-
able professional record. Dr. Ross was to the manner
born, and it will be bard to fill bis place. He resided
near the late lamented Dean Howard, who, next to Osler
perhaps, was for years bis most intimate friend.

How forcibly arc we reminded-those who have known
and worked with our esteemed and too early departed
friend and colleague-that " the night cometh when no
man can work !"

-E
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RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE.

At the quarterly meeting of the Governors of the Montreal
General Hospital, held Nov. 9th, 1892, the following resolution*
was adopted-

" That this Board of Governors have learned with deep regret
of the death of their friend and colleague, Dr. George Ross, for
many years a member of the Medical Board, and one of their
most valued professional advisers in their various medical depart-
ments of the hospital and latterly as their secretary. And the
Governors further record their deep sympathy with the family
and friends of their deceased friend."

At a meeting of the Medical Board of the Montreal General
flospital the following resolution was unanimously carried:

" Resolved,-That the members of the Medical Board of the
Montreal General Hospital desire to express their deep sorrow
for the loss which they have sustained in the death of their
highly esteemed colleague, the late Dr. George Ross.

From long and familiar association with. bim they had learned
to hold him in the greatest respect for bis high moral qualities
and bis distinguished intellectual abilities,. Preferred to the
chair of Clinical Medicine in the Medical Faculty of McGill
University in the year 1872, he had frem that time till the date
of his death taught this branch of medical science in the wards
of the Montreal General Hospit..i. To the discharge of the
duties appertaining to this positinn he brought a thorough know-
ledge of the literature of bis profession, keen perceptive facul-
ties, a singularly sound and discriminating judgment, and a
devotion and perseverance that can only have had their origin
in a sincere love of the work.

Few men have been endowed to an. equal degree with the
faculty of imparting knowledge, and this being associated with
a frank, manly sympathetic nature, he never failed to rouse the
interest and to stimulate the application of the students of bis
class.

Honoured by his colleagues, beloved by bis patients and
friends, revered by bis students and respected by all, he has
passed from amongst us in the prime of life and at the point
of his highest usefulness. His good and faithful work remains.

To the bereaved and sorrowing relatives the Medical Board
tender their sincere and heartfelt sympathy."
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At a meeting of the Ottawa Medico-Chirurgical Society, held
on Friday, Nov. 11th, 1892, it was resolved :-

" That the members of this Society desire to express their
most sincere sympathy with the family of the late Dr. George
Ross, of Montreal, in the loss they.have sustained.

Those of this Society who have studied with or been pupils
of the late Dr. Ross, bave watched with pride and gratification
his onward and upward career in the profession of modicine,
and all the members of his profession in Ottawa, in paying a
last tribute to his memory, fully recognize the eminence be ob-
tained in that great and noble calling.

For his character as a man, his single-minded devotion as a
physician, they desire to express their highest approbation, and
they consider that by his death McGill University bas lost one
of ber ablest sons, and the Medical Faculty one of its best and
most accomplished teachers."

J. A. MacPhail, B.A., M.D. (McGill, '91), bas been admitted
a Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of London.

Dr. D. de J. White (McGill, '90) bas been admitted a mem-
ber of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, Edin-
burgh, and the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, Glasgow.

A SERIOUS OASE.-According to the 11iedical fferald, a lady
from the rural districts took ber daughter to town, and, after
consulting a niimber of professors respecting ber musical abili-
ties, returned home very much discouraged, and reported to ber
husband the result of her expedition as follows : " The first pro-
fessor said that Almira sings too much with ber borax. If sbe
keeps on she will get digestion of the lungs. He said she ought
to try the abominable breathing and practice solîudgery. Then
the next teacher told me she ought to sing with ber diagram,
and not smother ber voice in thE sarcophagus. Then the next,
he poked a looking.glass down ber throat, and said the phalarix
was too small, and the typhoid bone and the pollyglottis were
in a bad way ; and I never knew that Almira had so many
things down ber throat, and I'm afraid to let ber sing any more
for fear it will kill the poor girl."
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